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ABSTRACT
Lattice gas automata consist of particles within a lattice that interact with their nearest
neighbours according to simple deteministic d e s . Essentiai parts of the dgonthm c m be
implemented in a few lines of code, while stability is maintaineci by the exact conservation
of mass and momentum within the system, with no round-off enoa. This thesis deals with
the application of lattice gas automata for use in modelling two-dimensional homogeneous

electromagnetic phenomena. The behaviour of the HPP lattice gas automaton has been
shown to mode1 conditions described by the two-dimensional linear wave equation.
The application of the HPP-LGA algorithm to scattering experiments and
transmission line modelling was explored in this thesis. The TLM method was used to
assess the performance of the LGA data, as the implementation of the two dgorithms in a
a computer environment is similar. Furthmore, as an established computational technique,

simulation results obtained using the TLM method represented an "exact" solution with

which to evaluate the data obtained by the LGA algorithm. Properties inherent to twodimensional HPP-LGA are detailed through simple two-dimensional lattice gas experiments.
These include the implementation of boundary conditions, system dissipation, and

rnacroscopic averaging, as well as ensemble averaging of sirnulateci data.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Cellular Automata

Cellular automata are discrete dynamical systems capable of modelling physical
phenomena. The cellular automata system has a spatially discrete geornetry consisting of a
large lattice of identical cells. Each ceIl within the lattice contains a small nurnber of states

represented by a few bits of data. Evolution of the system is govemed by simple rules that
are local and uniforrn in space and time. With each discrete time step. the data within each

ce11 is computed according to the data located in the crlls of its nearest neighbours.
Mathernatician and physicist John von Neumann introduced the concept of cellular
automata in the late 1940's. The initiative was proposai originally by Stan Uam, '70 provide
a more realistic model for the behaviour of complex extended systems" [Il. Von Neumann

used the concept of cellular automata for the purpose of modelling certain biological systerns.

Over the years. cellular automata has been studied for the application of physical laws.
Wolfram. in the early 1980's, showed their capabihty of exhibiting complex dynamical
behaviour [2,3], through experimentation with one-dimensional cellular automata. Further
investigations have been found to provide accurate models of differential equations (heat and
wave) [1.4]. as well as the NaMer-Stokes equation of fluid dynamics [1,5,6]. Several
branches of study have ernerged, where cellular automata are being used to model such
physical phenomena as diffusion, turbulence, semi-conductor device modelling and
electromagnetics [7].

1.2 Lattice Gas Automata
Lanice gas automata (LGA). a class of cellular automata, consist of particles within
a lattice ihat interact with their nearest neighbours according to simple detemiinistic rules.
Cellular automata evolve through a series of generations, proceeding from generation to
generation in single steps. In contrast, LGA evolve through a two step process [8] of
collision and advection similar to a fluid.
Lattice gas techniques have been used to successfully simulate the Navier-Stokes
equation. and thus have been shown to simulate fluid flow. However, instead of explicitly
solving the Navier-Stokes equations, the movements and interactions of thousands of gas
particles are monitored [9]. The rules dictate the state of each cell, and conserve the mass
and momentum of the particles within each cell.

Similarities between fluid flow and wave propagation suggest that LGA can be used
to simulate electromagneticmodels. The idea of LGA as a new and "i~ovative"[9] method
of electromagnetic analysis was proposed in the late 1980's. initial tests with simple twodimensional electromagnetic phenornena are presented in [l O], and with further detail in
[2.7.5.11], whrre cornparisons to FDTD,and in pat-ticular, TLM methods are addressed. The

TLM and LGA techniques share similar properties, and as such, the TLM method has been

used to compare and analyze LGA results with an established computational technique.

1.3 Motivation
Simplicity, stability, and the ability to mode1 complicated boundaries are important
features of LGA techniques. Essential parts of the algorithm can be implemented in a few
lines of code, while stability is maintained by the exact conservation of mass and momentum

within the system, with no round-off mors. Additionally, boundary conditions are easy to
implement and can be simulated within a structure of significant complexity over a large

number of time steps [12].
An important advantage of LGA methods is their memory efficiency. Unlike
traditional differential equation based computation approaches, such as Finite-Difference
Time-Domain (FDTD), or Transmission-Line Matrix (TLM)methods, which use floating
point variable based techniques, LGA use only simple binary terms (1's and 0's) to descnbe
the information in each cell. Therefore, LGA techniques require only a fraction of the bits

(usually from 4 to 6, depending on the algorithm) to completely define the contents of a cell,
while standard differential equation based calculations are computed using 64 bit words,
regardless of the size of the variables. Memory storage is thus more efficient. Further, the
rules goveming particle interaction can be implemented by table look-up, or by logic
operation. Consequently, since their operations are bitsriented, LGA methods execute more
naturally in a computer environment. The lattice gas automaton is thus exactly cornputable,
resulting in a faster computation time, with no loss of information due to round-off error.
LG A algorithms are inherently parallel and thus evolve more efficiently on a parallel

machine. mther than a conventional sequential computer. Parallel computing systems have
been specificaily designed for the simulation of LGA systems and are known as cellular

automata machines (CAM). Its simulation speed is several orden of magnitude faster than
a conventional computer. Further information regarding the CAM environment is detailed

in [l.13].

Scope
This thesis deals with the application of lattice gas automata for use in modelling
two-dimensional electromagnetic phenornena. Only homogeneous structures are considered.
and thus discussion concerning the modelling of inhomogeneities will not be covered.

Chapter 2 presents the theory and rules that govern a lanice gas systern. The
microscopic and macroscopic behaviour of the LGA system are detailed, with emphasis on
the linear wave behaviour with regard to the approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation.

Similarities are highlighted for acoustic and electrornagnetic wave analysis at a plane
boundary.
Ln Chapter 3, properties inherent to two-dimensional lattice gas automata are detailed
using results fiom simple two-dimensional lattice gas experiments.

These include

discussions conceming the effects of viscosity, averaging, dimensional translation, i.e. time
domain vs. frequency domain, as well as propagation velocity, source excitation, and

boundary conditions.
In Chapter 4, lattice gas techniques are applied to the analysis of plane wave

scattenng from a perfectly conducting cylinder. Three different cylinder gametries, as well
as three variations of the mesh configuration, were simulated, with time domain and

Gequency domain results compared with traces obtained using the TLM method.
Chapter 5 details simple transmission line experiments by LGA, with a progression
to transmission line/microstrip filter designs. Again, analysis of the tirne and frequency

domain is provided with a cornparison of results obtained using the TLM method.
Finally, a conclusion is presented with a summaiy of the information presented in this
thesis and with recommendations for future study.

Chapter 2

LATTICE GAS AUTOMATA THEORY
2.1 HPP-LGA Aigorithm
The class of cellular automaton of interest in this thesis is the HPP lanice gas model.
The HPP acronyrn refers to the model's three inventors, J. Hardy, O de. Pazzis, and Y.

Pomeau, who originally introduced the system in 1973 as a study of "a particularly simple
two-dimensional system of classical particles" [14]. The algorithm was further detailed with
specific reference to the dynamics of the Navier-Stokes equation of hydrodynamics in a 1976

paper

2.1.1

[j]by

the sarne authon.

Collision
The HPP-LGA model consists of a two-dimensional Cartesian lattice. Each cell is

restricted to a maximum of four moving particles, with each particle occupying a discrete site
within a cell. Movement of each particle is limited to the north, south, east, and West
directions of the cell, with no more than one moving particle in each of the four directions,
a property known as the e~clusionprinciple.
In one time step, a particle will advance one step to the next ce11 in its direction of
motion, as shown in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1 (b), the east going particle moves to the
neighbouring right ceil and the West going particle moves on to the lefi neighbouring ce11
without any interaction. The northbound ce11 simply continues in its northbound direction.

They continue dong this path, unless they collide head-on with another particle traveling in

the opposite direction. A head-on collision results in a transformation of velocity and the

two particles are scattered at nght angles to their original velocity state, detailed in Figure
2.2. Particles in other configurations, i.e. cells having one, three, and four particles, or two

particles at right angles io each other, experience no transformation of velocity. They simply
pass through one another as they continue dong their original direction of motion. The HPP

collision rules, summarized in Figure 2.3, are rotationally symrnetric. That is, the rules are

unchanged when the input particle configurations are rotated by 90".

Figure 2.1 : Particle streaming [a].

Figure 2.2: Particle collision [8].

Figure 2.3: Exomples of HPP-LGA collision rules 171.

Binary notation is used to denote the state of a particle site, where a "1 " represents
a site occupied by a particle, and a "O" represents a hole. The particle configuration within

the lartice is defined by a ce11 E [ 5 ] ,

where d. c. b, and a represent the four sites (west, north, east, and south, shown in Figure 2.4)
of a particular lattice ce11 with i andj denoting the colurnn and row indices of the lattice. The

state of each ce11 is therefore represented by four bits. Thus. there are a total of sixteen (4')
possible ce11 states,

and the effect of a collision on the matnx E may be expressed as,

0101,
1010,
Eljy

where

if E,,
if E,,

=
=

1010
0101

othemise

c is the collision operator. The transition of velocity states resuiting fiorn a collision

within a cell, is easily accomplished with the use of a look-up table.

Figure 2.4: Cell configurarion.

2.1.2

Advection
In the HPP-LGA algorithm, one tirne step consists of two distinct stages: (1) a

collision stage, and (2) an advection stage. in the collision stage, there is no interaction

between cells, i.e. the mass and momentum of an individual ce11 remain unchanged, but the
velocity states of each particle may differ according to the HPP collision rules and their
original configurations. The advection stage involves a ''fiee translation" [SI,with no change

in velocities. Particles are transferred to neighbounng cells following the collision event,
shown in Figure 2.5. Referring to the notation used in the previous section, the advection
c m be described by a translation operator T, [ 5 ] ,

to denote that each particle takes one step forward in the direction of its velocity.

-

Coilision

Advection

L

Figure 2.5: Collision and advection over one time step At [8].
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2.2

Microscopic Dynamics
A mathematical description of the rnicroscopic dynamics of a lattice gas [7,8],

outlined in section 2.1, is presented in this section. The velocity states, d , to which the
particles of a particular ce11 may exist cm be expressed by,

Let b,(x,t)represent the presence or absence (1 or O) of a particle at time t, in velocity

state i. of lattice site x. At the next time step, t + At, the expression for particles that do not
experience a transformation of velocity (Figure 2.1) is written as,

Thus. updating using (2.6) applies to a lattice with no collision, involving only particle
streaming.
For a lattice with particles that undergo a collision (Figure 2.2), the expression
becornes,

where b(x,t) is a vector representing al1 the bits in ceIl x at time t, and C,(b(x,t) is known as
the rnicroscopic collision operator for direction i which has b(x,t) as its input. Therefore, the

presence or absence of a particle in velocity state i of ce11 x + ci AI at time t + At is known.

The complete dynamics of the HPP-LGAcan now be described by a set of boolean
equations, where the subscnpt i has been replaced by NTS, E, W, representing the north.
south, east, and West states, respectively, of ce11x. The symbol
of bit b,, where b, is used for bi(x,t)to simplify the notation.

5represents the cornplexnent

b (

b

(Y

v A , tA t )

-A

+

At)

=

b,

=

b,

b
= b,
=

- Cs

-

-

b,vbsb,b,

Cw

-

- b,vb,b,b,

-

b,vbsbEb,,- b,bsb,b,,

The total number of particles (mass), and the momentum dong the x- and y-mis of
the lattice are conserved in the HPP-LGA model. Collisions conserve mass and momentum

locally. Advection passes information throughout the lattice conserving them globally [ 151.

This c m be shown mathematically using (2.8) to (2.1 1), for the conservation of mass (2.12),
and for the conservation of momentum in the x (2.13) and y (2.14) directions, respectively.

-

c,+Cf cc c,,

=

O

(2.12)

2.3 Macroscopic Behaviour
The creators of the HPP-LGA model focused on the Navier-Stokes hydrodynamical
equation to explore the dynamics of lattice gases. As a result, the area of fluid dynamics has
undergone significant study with respect to modelling phenornena using lattice gases.
Ho wever, the HPP-LGA algorithm was found to only approximate the Navier-Stokes
equation. The HPP automaton is unable to provide the correct viscosity when modelling the
complete equation [Ml. This limitation was overcome by the FHP-LGA rnodel [17]
(inventors Frisch, Hasslacher, and Pomeau), a hexagonal lattice which correctly models the
completr rquation, including the viscosity. To correctly model the viscosity, lattice vectors
must be isotropie to the fourth rank [3,6,7]. The symmetry of the HPP lattice is insufficient
to insure tho isotropy of the fourth-degree tensor relating momentum flux to quadratic ternis
in the mornentum equation [6]. The limitations of the HPP-LGA model in representing the

Navier-Stokes equation c m be neglected by considering only fluid flow involving small
perturbations from an equilibrium state (a unifonri background distribution of particles with
no initial flow) with low fluid viscosity [2,17,1]. This limited model, although not accurate

for simulating the full Navier-Stokes equation, is adequate for simulation of linear wave
equations by the HPP-LGAmodel. The propagation of a disturbance or "wave" is permitteci
by the deletion of the non-linear and viscous ternis [18,1]. Conservation of mass and

momentum is also satisfied by this method.
The collision and advection rules detailed in section 2.1, outline the rnicroscopic
behaviour of the HPP-LGA algorithm. However, it is at the macroscopic level where the
wave equations and the Navier-Stokes equation have been reproduced. The relationship
between the lattice gas macroscopic behaviour and the Navier-Stokes equation is due to the
conservation of mass and momentum within the lattice. Specifically, the particle number
(mass) and impulsion (momenhun) are conserved during the collision and moMng of
particles [ 181.

2.3.1

Linear Wave Behaviour
The modelling of a fluid is expressed by the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation

and the continuity equation, respectively [ I l , 16,191,

where p is the density,p the pressure, u the velocity, and p is the shear viscosity of the fluid
For small perturbations fiom a unifom background distribution with low velocity, die nonlinear and viscous eflects of the fluid can be neglected. Under these conditions of uniform
tlow, Euler's equation results, where the conservation of momentum within the fluid can be

eapressed as [2],

and the conservation of mass becomes,

Fluid density, pressure, and flow can be expressed as the sum of their of uniform
background distribution and small perturbations parts [2,19,20],

where p, and p, are the uniform background density and pressure, and p,, pe, y are the small
density, pressure and flow perturbations, respectively. Considering the small density and
flow velocity perturbations, a consistent approximation to the conservation of momenhun

in (2.1 7) using the quantities in (2.19) is [ 1 1,201,

The conservation of rnass becomes [9],

by neglecting peu, as a second order quantity [19].

For small u (compared to individual particle velocity), density and pressure are
related as follows [8, I l ] ,

where c, is the sound speed of the medium (or the propagation velocity of the particles in the
lattice). Taking the differential on both sides of (2.21) and combining equations (2.20),
(2.2 1), and (2.21), yields a linear wave equation for small perturbations in density,
1 a%,
vIpe = -al'

Equation (2.23) c m also be expressed for small perturbations in pressures or flow
velocity. in more general tems, the HPP lattice gas automaton can thus mode1 conditions
described by the following linear scalar wave equation,

The HPP-LGA algorithm was used for this thesis to mode1 electromagnetic
phenornena. The @ tem in the linear scalar wave equation of (2.22) can be equated to the

electnc field E:, or rnagnetic field Hz,amplitudes when considering two-dimensional.
transverse-magnetic (TM),or transverse-electric(TE:) wave propagation, respectively, with
the application of appropnate boundary conditions and sources [1].

2.3.2

Macroscopic Observables
Quantities such as the density and flow of a fluid are determined by the macroscopic

behaviour of the lanice gas. To recover the linear wave equation, an "ensemble average"

[2 1,221 must be perfomed over a local group of cells. A sampling region R, is therefore
selected and defined at a specified location within the lanice. The total number of particles

is determined within the sampling region, and then averaged over the number of cells in the
window for every time step. An example of a square sampling window is shown in Figure
2.6.

The microscopie density p l , and velocity rc,, of a particular cellj is defined as [23],

where -5,y, denote the coordinates of ce11j, and b,(x,y,) indicates the velocity state i (i = 1,
2.3.4. for West, north, east, and south) of ce11j. The presence of a particle is defineci by, b,
= 1. and the absence of a particle by b, = 0.

Figure 2.6: Ekumple of a square sampling window*over region R.

The macroscopic (or spatial) density and velocity at a particular location within the
Iûttice is determined by the averaging of the microscopic States over a group of cells. This

consists of averaging the values of a group of p
,,

or u,, respectively,

where the window R is the neighbourhood centered around ( x y ) . (x,y,) is the coordinate of

a particular ceIl within R, and N, is the total nurnber of bit variables within R.
Wave propagation by the HPP-LGA mode1 is achieved by introducing a wave
(density perturbation) at a particular location within the defined lanice. The HPP rules
govern the interaction of the particles at the cellular level, and allow the propagation of the

wave throughout the system. When modelling a twodimensional TM, wave using the HPP-

LGA algorithm, the microscopic electric field at a particular ce11j will be defined as the

density of particles in the ce11 [2], i.e. E:,,

= p,

The macroscopic electric field E:, is andogous to the macroscopic density of a

particular region of cells. The values of ELnuare averaged within the sampling window over
R as follows,

The rnicroscopic flow velocity u

= (u,uJ

of a particular ce11 is analogous to the

rnicroscopic magnetic field H = (-H,JI,) (discussed in section 2.4.2). The macroscopic Hfields are thus described by the macroscopic Bow velocity, and can be simplified as,

In the case of a two-dimensional TE: wave, the magnetic field

would be equated

to the rnacroscopic density, and the electric field components, Ev and E,, to the macroscopic
velocity.

2.4 Similarities Between Fiuid Flow and Electromagnetic
Propagation
Similarities between fluid flow and wave propagation suggest that lanice gas
automata may be used for the analysis of electromagnetic phenornena. The scalar analysis
of acoustic waves is analogous to a similar electromagnetic system, and will be illustrated
for the reflection of a sound wave and an EM wave at a plane boundary between two uniform
regions [74].
A time-harmonic plane wave traveling in the .Y-v plane. indicated in Figure 2.7, can

be expressed in the following fom,

where A is the field amplitude, kt= Ikl cos(@),k, = Ikl sin(@)are the x and y components of

the propagation vector k fiom the origin to a point on the wave front, and the magnitude of
k is lkl= k / A or o/c.

Figure 2.7: Wme propagation vector [a].

2.4.1 Analysis of Acoustic Waves at a Plane Boundary

The reflection of an acoustic wave at a plane boundary is shown in Figure 2.8. The
incident, reflected and transmitted pressure fieid components cm be expressed as follows,

where A, B. and C are the wave amplitudes.

The tlow velocity fields in region 1 and 2 can be determined fiom the defined
pressure fields by defining the wave impedances, 2,and & (2= pc,, where c, is the velocity

of propagation of the medium), in the two regions,

Figure 2.8: Reflection of an acoustic wave at a plane boundary [8].

The conditions at the boundary are defined as,

The regions must have the same pressure amplitudes and normal velocity if there is
to be no penetration of one medium into the 0

t h at the boundary x = O.

The y-dependent

variables on both sides should be the same (k,, = k,,). Using equations (2.32) to (2.38), the
boundary conditions can be expressed as,

The reflection and transmission coefficients, I' and s, can be defined h m (2.39),

2.4.2 Analysis of Electromagnetic Waves at a Plane Boundary
The reflection of an EM wave at a plane boundary is shown in Figure 2.9 for the
case. The corresponding equations for the electric field in the z-direction are,

El

=

C'e

j(k2,+

- k2,,v)

where A ,' B', and C 'are the amplitudes of the incident, reflected, and transmitted electric

field cornponents.

Figure 2.9: Rejlection of a TM,wave ai a plane boundav [8].

The magnetic field in the x and y-directions can be obtained using the wave
impedance Z = (p/~)'",where the incident, reflected, and transmitted components shown in
Figure 2.9, are

Hi

= \

Er:
-

21

and 2,and 6 are the wave impedances in regions 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, fiom the

analysis detailed by equations (2.32) to (2.37) for acoustics waves and (2.42) to (2.47) for
EM waves. the electric field E,, is analogous to the pressure field, and the magnetic field

components, H = (-HF,H J , to the flow velocity, u = (rr,, u,) [2,8].
The boundary conditions at the interface of regions 1 and 2 require that the tangentid
electric (and magnetic) components be continuous across the boundary. The E: (and H,)

components must be the same in both regions. Thus, quivalent to equation (2.39), the
boundary conditions are,

Using (2.48). the reflection and transmission coefficients become,

which are identical to (2.40) and (2.41).

For the TE: case, E: is zero, with the following E and H-field incident. reflected, and

transmitted components, shown in Figure 2.10.

O

O

Figure 2.10: Reflection of an IE:wave at a plane boundary [8].

nius, for the TE, case, the magnetic field H: is analogous to the pressure field, and
the electric tield components, E = (E,, -EJ, to the flow velocity, u = ( 1 4 , u ). Boundary

conditions, and the reflection and transmission coefficients result in expressions similar to
equations (2.48) to (2.50).

Chapter 3
ELEMENTARY LATTICE CAS EXPERIMENTS
A fortran program was wiitten to implernent the HPP-LGA algorithm. Discussion

of the following factors:

Source excitation
Boundary conditions
Propagation speed and viscosity
Spatial and ensemble averaging

Effect of frequency transformation

-

are considered in this chapter using the lattice parameters outlined below. Figure 3.1 depicts

the general properties of the lattice for the modelling of TM field problems where p

E:.

For the examples given in the following pages, the lattice size was kept constant to illustrate
differences resulting from a specific simulation parameter.

PMC

PMC
801 A

Figure 3.1 : Lattice configuralion.

A rectangular lattice having a mesh size of N

b X N,Ay is implemented in each case,

where NT= 80 1 and N, = 40 1 are the total number of cells along the x and y-directions of the

lattice. and AT= A-v =A is one lattice unit. A background distribution of particles was
initialized with approximately 50% of the total velocity States in the lattice occupied by
particles. A Gaussian pulse plane wave having a pulse width of o = 40A, propagating in the

s-direction, is launched in the mesh with an amplitude 20% above the background particle
density. Three square sampling windows with dimensions of 12OA X 120A were placed in
the mesh. centered at (20 1A,20 1A), (40 1A,20 1A), and (601A,20 1A).

Source Excitation
A plane wave is excited at a particular location in the lattice by supenmposing a

specified excitation on the background distribution of particles. In each case studied, the
wave was propagated along the x-mis. A Gaussian pulse is generated by superimposing
particles in the lattice according to the following equation for the source perturbation p,,

f'e

=

where .q, represents a particular column of cells in the x-direction of the lattice, and o
represents the standard deviation of the pulse. The variable p, denotes the amplitude of the
perturbation. The pulse is centered about .Y, and thus has its maximum, p , , in column .r, of
the lattice. The pulse will split into two opposite traveling pulses having a maximum

amplitude ofpJ2 [2,21]. This property will be M e r addressed in section 3.2. Gaussian
waveforms were applied to the bulk of the experiments in this thesis.
The amplitude of the source is typically selected to employ a maximum perturbation
of 10% to 20% above the background distribution of particles [2]. When the amplitude of

the perturbation has a magnitude greater than 0.2, a distortion occurs in the pulse
perturbation. The time-domain trace for a Gaussian pulsed plane wave is show in Figure

3.2 for p,

= 0.2, 0.4,0.6,

and 0.8. The distortion is evident by the increasingly tnangular

appearance of the Gaussian wavefom for larger amplitude of p,.

The wave amplitude is a combination of background density of particles in the lattice
and the density of the source perturbation. By expressing the complete particle distribution
of the lattice using the uniform background density p,, and the mal1 perturbation density p,,

the total macroscopic density p is,

A background particle density of p, = 0.5 (50%) was implemented in the majority of the

experiments in this thesis. Dissipative effects, with respect to the propagation velocity in the
mesh and the decay of the pulse perturbation, are less significant for values of p, about 0.5.

These effects are discussed in section 3.3
A random number generator (RAND) was used to fill the

HPP-LGA lattice, by

randomly allocating particles to the four velocity States in each cell. The program written to

execute the HPP-LGA algorithm adopted an initial seed value to energize the random
number generator. If the ranciom number is less than p, a particle is placed in the

corresponding ce11 state. Identical initial seeds cal1 the same group of random numbers to
fill the lattice. Because it is possible to duplicate simulation results by initiating the

generator with the identical original seed value, the fill process is only pseudo-random.
It should be noted that in al1 cases discussed in this chapter and other sections of this
thesis, the background distribution of particles p,, has been subtracted from the averaged
particle ensemble at each time step. Thus, only the small perturbation injected into the lattice
is shown in each time-domain plot. A wave amplitude of zero does not imply that the no

particles exist in the sarnpling region.
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3.2 Boundary Conditions
Two types of boundary conditions are considered in this thesis. They include:
1)

Perfect magnetic conducting boundary

2)

Absorbing boundary

Simple plane wave propagation is simulated to illustrate the effect of each boundary.
The electric field E: (for TM waves) is detemiined by the macroscopic averaging of the

particles located in the cells of each window, as defined by (2.26).

3.2.1

Perfect Magoetic Conducting Boundary
in the TM, case, a perfect magnetic conducting (PMC) boundary is a soft boundary

condition that enforces a zero microscopie tangentid magnetic field at a boundary [1O]. An
open circuit termination with a reflection coefficient of r = +1, is implernented by reflecting
particles that enter a ce11 dong the PMC boundary. Particles are thus bounced back into the
lattice with the opposite velocity. Figure 3.3 illustrates particles at a PMC boundary located
dong the top row of the illustrated lanice portion. Notice that the particles are rnoving in the

opposite direction after each interna1 collision.

nAr

- (n+l)Af

(n72)Af

Figure 3.3: Perjiect magnetic conducting boundary condition [8].

Refemng to Figure 2.8 and (2.3 1) to (2.33), an x-directed acoustic wave (u,
normal to a sofl boundary undergoes a reflection equivalent to u,

= -un.

= 0)

From (2.34), u, =

O for flow normal to the boundary. Using the anaiogy between flow and the magnetic field
= H,, (E, = E,) at a PMC boundary.
expressed in section 2.4 for TM, fields, -fi,,

A hard boundary condition for

(PEC) boundaiy, or a short circuit where

analysis models a perfect electric conducting

r = -1.

A dual jgid system is implernented, where

one lattice carries positive particles and the other negative particles [2,1 O]. The particles on
each respective lattice do not interact except dong the PEC boundaries. PMC boundaries
do not require a dual lattice approach, since particles do not undergo a change in sign.

As an exarnple, a Gaussian pulsed plane wave is excited at x,

= 20 1Ar, with

al1 four

walls of the lattice subject to PMC boundaries. The resulting tirne domain waveforrns are
given in Figures 3.4 (a), (b), and (c) for the calculated electric field at windows 1,2, and 3,

respectively. The pulses shown in each window do not have the same magnitude, an effect
of the splitting of the Gaussian wave. The east and west PMC boundaries cause the xdirected wave to oscillate back and forth within the mesh.
Figure 3.4 (a) for window 1, which was centered at the exact location of the source
at x = 201Ax.

illustrates the original pulse at time t = O. The second smaller pulse is

represented by the original lefldirected wave afler being bounced-back at the west boundary
and reintroduced into the lattice in the easterly direction. Window 2 in Figure 3.4 (b)shows

four pulses, the fint and third resulting fiom the original rightdirected wave, and the second
and fourth which are products of the original lefi-directed wave.
Refemng to window 3, in Figure 3.4 (c), the first pulse represents the initial nght
directed wave, and the third the initial lefi-dùected wave as they reach window 3 with a
magnitude pJ2. A fier original1y traveling in the left-direction, the lefi-directed wave strikes
the west boundary where it is bounced back into the mesh, in the opposite (easterly)
direction. The original right-directed wave is detected by window 3 pnor to striking the
eastern boundw of the lattice. It is then bounced back into the lattice traveling in the
westerly direction where it is re-united with the other wavefonn at window 3, producing the
larger pulse s h o w in Figure 3.4, at t = 1150At.
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Figure 3.4:

The-domainw n e f o m for four walled PMC rnesh with x, = 201A;
(a)window 1: (b) window 2: (c) window 3.

It is possible to propagate a Gaussian pulsed plane wave in only the forward
direction. An altemate method of excitation allows the plane wave io evolve in the positive
x direction by strategically placing a PMC boundary at the location of the source excitation.

Using this approach, a pulse was excited in the lattice at x,

=

1Ar, the first column of cells

along the West wall of the lattice, also designated as a PMC boundary. By placing the center

of the Gaussian pulse at the west PMC boundary, only those cells to the right of the boundary
are affected by the pulse. As such, the w a v e h evolves in one direction only, thereby
eliminating the existence of a second wavefotm in the lattice. This case is s h o w in Figures
3.5 (a), (b), and (c), for windows 1. 2, and 3, respectively. Note that the waveform
magnitude is constant in al1 three sampling windows.

A consequence of this method is that only one half of the pulse is excited at the

boundary, producing a pulse with an amplitude equivalent to pJ2. To obtain the desired
amplitude, a value hvice that ofp, must be designated to the pulse. However, this solution

is subject to the effects discussed in section 3.1, concerning signal distortions when p,,, is not
small.
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3.

Absorbing Boundary Condition

3.2.2

An absorbing boundary is implemented for the simulation of problerns requinng an

intinite space. A matched load is adequately simulated by irnplementing an absorbing
boundary condition (ABC) at the required location in the lattice.
A brief study of possible simulation procedures for the efficient implementation of

an ABC is provided in [8]. The approach selected for the implementation of an ABC
involves only a single column of cells. The incoming particles are absorbed by the cells
dong the boundary, and are subsequently re-introduced, using the random number generator
to re-establish a background distribution of p,. The small perturbation is not re-introduced

and, ideally, is absorbed at the boundary. The single column ABC was shown by [8] to be
effective in absorbing normally incident waves, having a reflection coefficient, r, of - 15 dB.
Propagation of a one-dimensional plane wave was initiated in a mesh having PMC
boundaries on the north, south, and West walls. A single column ABC is initialized on the
east wall.

In order to ensure that only one wave is propagating through the lattice, a Gaussian

pulse is excited on the PMC boundary at x, = 1Ar. Figures 3.6 (a), (b), and (c) show the
time-domain wavefoms for windows 1,2, and 3, respectively. Note that only a single pulse
is prominent in each window. Upon close examination however, it would appear that a
reflection due to the absorbing boundary (as opposed to a true physical reflection) is traveling
back through the lattice. This is an indication that the single column ABC is not a perfect
absorbing boundary. It is observed at approximately 1999At for window 1, 1714At for
window 2, and 142SAt for window 3.

To assure that the phenornena is indeed precipitated by the poor accuracy of the
absorbing boundary, identical simulations were perforrned for mesh sites of 80 1A X 601A
and 80 1A X 80 1 A, to determine whether the reflection was consistent for larger mesh sizes

or simply a result of edge difiaction by the smaller lattice. The absorbing boundary
reflection was observed in both experiments, with the resulting wavefoms provided in
Figure 3.7 for the 80 1 A X 80 1A lattice.
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The ratio of the ABC reflection to the incident pulse was determined by considering

the wavefom decay through the lattice. This exponential decay,

where A represents the pulse amplitude at locations x, and x,in the lattice, and a represents
the pulse decay, is a result of the LGA viscosity and is addressed in section 3.3.2. Using the
perturbation decay cx = 0.4597 x IO4 for the decay of the incident pulse between the third
window and the ABC wall (fiom section 3.3.2), and the decay of the reflection between the
ABC wall and the third window, the reflection coefficient

r of the ABC was determined as

follows.

where R = 0.00947 V/m and A = 0.03607 V/m, are the amplitudes of the ABC reflection and
rhe incident pulse at window 3, respectively, and .F ZOOA, the distance of window 3 to the

east ABC wall. The reflection coefficient has an amplitude of - 15 dB, in agreement with [8],
or 18% of the incident pulse.

It is possible to assign an ABC on the west wall of the mesh, without affecting the
source excitation at x, = 1kt,by imposing a time delayed boundary condition on the West
wall. The west wail is assigned a PMC boundary until such time as 3 0 had elapsed. Once
the pulse has traveled fat enough away from the wall, the PMC boundary is then switched
to an absorbing boundary. Neither the incident pulse nor the ABC reflection amplitudes are
affected by the time-delayed boundary condition.

3.3 Propagation Velocity and Viscosity
3.3.1 Propagation veloeity
The sound speed, c,, in the lattice can be detennined by selecting specific observation
points on the pulse and the recurrence of these points established by the time steps and

spatial distance on the lanice between thern. The nurnber of cells divided by the number of
i terations would thus provide the sound speed.

As an exarnple. Table 3.1 lis& the calculated sound speed From the data obtained by
each of the three sampling windows in the simulation outlined in section 3.2.1.1, for the
fonvard travelling Gaussian in the four-walled PMC mesh. For the waveform of each
sampling window. an observation point was placed at the peak of the incident pulse. The
time between the recurrence of this point was established, as well as the number of cells
travelled by the pulse. Note that Ai = A, one lattice unit, and that each time step has a value
of At

= 1.o.

The sound speed in the HPP-LGAlanice has been detemineci to be [2,10],

or 0.707 1. independent of p,, for a lattice spacing of Ai- = Ay = Al, and a time step of At.

Table 3.1 :

Time ut each observation point. their spatial distance, and sound speed in
each sampling window.

P

r

T h e , t, (At)

Cs

289

1991

0.705 1

800

573

1707

0.7055

400

854

1409

0.71 17

Window

#! of cells (Ai)

1

1200

-7

T

e t (At)

I

3

L

l

3.3.2

Viscosity
The HPP-LGA technique does not exhibit the numerical dispersion erron inherent

with difference equations, but it does exhibit dissipative effects sunila.to viscosity in a fluid
[XI. The viscosity influences the waveform appearance over time with the damping of the

magnitude of the pulse as it propagates through the lattice. It must therefore be considered
as a source of mor when observing data. A method of increasing the number of bits in the

representation of the particles ("multi-bit" LGA) was shown to reduce the dissipative effects
of LGA [25]. Specifically, a generalization of LGA has been proposed using low-precision

integer variables as opposed to single-bit variables [26]. This new algorithm was fiirther
developed in [27] and was considered as an integer lattice gas automata (ILGA) of the
standard TLM approach. Recent study presented in [28] demonstrates minimal dissipation
by the combined ILGA and TLM algorithm.

The speed of propagation of the lattice is expected to remain constant at c, =

l/fl

AUAt for homogeneous systems, regardless of the background density, as stated in the

previous section. However, numerical simulations show that the velocity in the mesh is
influenced by the particle density of the lattice. Eight cases were simulated, each with a
different background density, ranging Grom p, = 0.25 to 0.60. A Gaussian pulse was excited
at .Y, = I ATin a lattice having PMC boundaries on al1 four walls. Table 3.2 lists the speed

determined for each value of p,, and is shown plotted in Figure 3.8. The theoretical value
of the lattice sound speed is superimposed on the measurement data for reference. The
computed lattice speed for background particle densities of 0.25 to 0.35 and 0.55 to 0.60
show the greatest variation fiom theory. The measured sound speed between 0.40 and 0.50

are most similar to the expected theoretical value. The data in Table 3.2 details a similar
trend, with regard to the lattice sound speed, to findings presented in [7].

r-

I

Table 3.2: Propagution velocities for p. = 0.25 to 0.60.
1

Background density, p,

670

I

Propagation velocity, c,
(Al/At)

1

I

I

I

I

t

250

300

350

400

450

500

Figure 3.8:

Background particle density. p. (XI
43)

r

i

T

550

600

Lattice sound speed, c, W. background distribution of particles. p,.

The decay, a, of the perturbation was determineci by computing the energy loss of the
pulse observed by the second window at approximately 4000Af and comparing it with the
incident pulse initially observeci by the same window at 500Af. An exponential decay is
assumed, having the following form,

where il represents the pulse amplitude at locations x, and .y2 in the lattice, and a represents
the pulse decay. Table 3.3 lists the computed value of a, also shown plotted in Figure 3.9,
for the eight cases.
Figure 3.9 details an increased magnitude of the decay for background densities of
0.25 to 0.35 and 0.55 to 0.60. The decay of the perturbation is least significant for

background densities of 0.10 to 0.50. This trend is similar to that observed in Figure 3.8
regarding the variation of the measured sound speed in the lattice. The decay of the
perturbation pulse width is observed in the waveforms for p,
Figure 3.1 0.

= 0.25.0.35.0.45,

and 0.55, in

Table 3.3: Computed decav, a for
Po

incident pulse (V/m)

0.25

Final pulse (V/m)

Figure 3.9:

300

0.60.

Decay, a (x1O-')

0.03 846

0.05555

250

AIL= 0.25 to

350

400

450

500

Background particle density. p. (xl oJ)

550

600

Computed decay, a.vs. background distribution ofparticies, p,,.
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3.4 Averaging
Results s h o w in previous figures illustrate that noise is an inherent property of the
lattice gas automaton. The noise results fiom the random background distribution of
particles within the lattice and depends on the size of the sampling window [ 1O]. Smoothing
of the data can be achieved 'oy averaging the data in space, as well as time [12], discussed in
sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.

3.4.1 Spatial Averaging

Spatial averaging refers to the macroscopic averaging within a specified sampling
region R. To illustrate the impact of spatial averaging on the propagating wave, three cases
were simulated with square windows of varying dimensions; 80A X 80A, 1ZOA X 120A.and

160A X 160A. A uniform background density of p,

= 0.5 was

applied to the mesh. An

increase in window size results in the broadening and damping of the pulse, s h o w in Figwes
3.1 1 (a) to (c), due to the filtering of the signal by the sampling window. The broadening and

damping of the pulse with regard to spatial averaging does not progress with time. It is a
spatial occurrence and any fiuthm change in the waveform c m be attributed to an inaccuracy
due to viscosity.
A higher degree of noise is observed with a decrease in window size. The random

distribution of background particles in the lanice contributes a root mean square (rms) noise
level, proportional t o p T [2]. Frorn section 2.3.2, N, represents the number of possible bits
in the sampling window, where the sum of the actual particle bits in the window is averaged
by iV, The theoretical mis noise corresponding to a pwticular window becomes

PTIN,-

Larger windows provide a larger sampling size for spatial averaging, and therefore show
smoother and less corne waveforms over the entire iteration process.
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Figure 3.1 1: Tirne domuin waveforms for 801A X 401A mesh wilh four PMC
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160A,

3.4.2

Ensemble Averaging

The HPP-LGA algorithm is a stochastic process where the parameters of interest are
macroscopic averages. in computer simulations, a pseudo-random nurnber generator is
necessary to initialize the HPP lanice. Therefore, while the algorithm involves a stochastic
process. the outcome is exactly repeatable by a computer. in an atternpt to create a more
random expenment, experiments were executed a nurnber of times using different seeds [7].
To eliminate correlations due to the pseudo random number generator, and to reduce the

noise in the system, results are calculated using an ensemble of simulations. The data is then
avenged for each iteration over the entire ensemble of simulations. in doing so, it is possible

to reduce the noise by ensemble averaging.
To illustrate the influence of ensemble averaging on the noise level, a single
simulation was compared with an ensemble of 5,10, and 20 runs, each case having no source
excitation. Figure 3.17 details the result for each ensemble. The noise level in each plot is
less significant with an increasing number of simulations. Table 3.4 lists the nns noise data

for each ensemble of simulations. Comparing the rms noise fiom the ensemble of 5, IO and
20 runs to the single simulation data, the noise reduction by each ensemble can be expressed

as ,/'=-,
where N' represents the number of nins in each simulation ensemble.

Table 3.4: Rms noise levefsfor single,5. IO. and 20 ensemble simulations.
Nurnber of simulations

Measured rms noise

mis noise*&,
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.

O. 2

(continued)

Figure 3.13 shows simulations for the four walled PMC case excited at x,

=

I Ax, for

a single simulation, as well as an ensemble of 5, 10, and 20 runs. The waveform is cleaner
and less noisy with an increase in the nurnber of simulations. A significant reduction is
observed in the 20 run output with regard to noise. Thus, the 20 run ensemble displays the

most desirable output. In ternis of the dynamics and the smoothing of the pulse, there
appears to be little change between the IO and 20 run ensemble simulations. This is also

observed in Table 3.5 regarding their respective rms noise levels. Because the simulations

for this thesis were performed on a serial computer environment, and not a parallel
computing machine, a 10 run ensemble is satisfactory fiom the standpoint of simulation
practicality, as well as signal noise, and dynarnics.
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3.5 Dimensional Translation
The frequency response of a time-domain waveform is obtained by computing the

discrete Fourier transform (DFT),

where !V is the number of sample values, At is the sampling time interval, and o =

(Zn)/(.VAt). The signal length is qua1 to (&l )At. When computing the time-domain

response. each iteration in the mesh corresponds to,

where c, is the sound speed in the mesh.
The source excitation expressed in equation (3.1) represents a Gaussian waveform

in the spatial domain. The waveform can however be expressed in ternis of time by scaling
the pulse with respect to the speed of propagation in the lattice. Refkrring to the pulse width

o f 0 = 40A1, in the time domain,

The incident pulse c m be expressed in ternis of time. along with its Fourier transfomi as
p91,

..

--r u Pm

=

The sampling window, defined spatiaily for the x-directed waveform, can be related

to the tirne-domain. The scaiing width a of the window interrelates the width of the window
and the iteration time step as,

where .xw, is the number of cells dong the xdirected length of the window. A similar scaling

can be done for the window dimensions in they direction.

The sampling window is correctly defined by the finite gate fûnction. The HPP-LGA
lanice is two-dimensional, and thus the square sampling window is characterized by a twodimensional Fourier transform. However, the Fourier transformation of the x and y
components consists of two explicit functions. Since the wave propagation is restncted to
the x-direction of the HPP lattice, the transform with respect to the y component of the
window c m be neglected. Therefore, the transform pair corresponding to the x component

is [30].

where A is the amplitude of the gate.
The effect of the gate h c t i o n wft), on the excitation function g(t), is the convolution

of the two functions in the tirne-domain,

Consequently, the fkequency domain response results fiom the product of the Fourier

transform of the gate function W(o), with the Fourier transform of the excitation G(o),
g(t) * w(t)

-

a m )W b )

(3.11)

For a unit area gate function, the magnitude of the sinc function in the frequency

domain at w = O is 1 . Thus, A = lia, and the Fourier transform o f the Gaussian excitation
convolved with the sampling window gate fùnction becomes,

The magnitude of the Fourier transform of the incident pulse s h o w in Figure 3.4 (a)
for a four walled PMC lattice, is given in Figure 3.14. Phase was not considered in these

calculations. The spectral response illustrates the product of the Fourier transform of the
Gaussian pulsed plane wave excitation with the Fourier transfomi of the window gate
tùnction.
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Figure3.14: DFTof the incidentpulse ofFigure 3.4 (a) fora four walled PMC
mesh with a Gaussian ercitation launched at .Y, = 1.04.

3.5.1

Spatial Averaging
Further effects on the computation of the DFT are explored with the use of different

sampling window dimensions in the time domain. The fiequency response for the incident
Gaussian observed by square windows of size (80A X 80A). (1 20A X 1206). and (160A X
160A). are given in Figure 3.15. It is clear from these curves that the change in dimension
of the window has a significant efiect on the spectral response. This, however, is to be

expected, as a change in the window size affects the width of the gate fùnction involved in
the convolution with the Gaussian excitation. Specifically, the larger the width of the gate,

the narrower the sin(r)/(x) function becomes in the frequency domain. The zero crossings
approach the origin, reducing the bandwidth of the frequency response, as the sinc(x)
function more closely approximates a true unit impulse function.
To M e r illustrate the effect of window size on the fiequency response of the signal,
the DM'computed for each case is s h o w illustrated with the original Gaussian (calculated
value) and the sinc function conespondhg to the correct gate fiinction. The product of these
two curves is also provided to illustrate their convolution and resulting waveform in the

frequency domain. Figures 3.16 (a) to (c) give al1 these traces for each window case.
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3.5.2

Ensemble Averaging
The effects of ensemble averaging on the frequency response are shown in Figure

3.17. Using the data presented in section 3.42, the DFT of a single simulation. is cornpareci
with the DFT of an average of 5, 10, and 20 m s . Their overall responses are very similar

in shape and magnitude, with only slight differences in amplitude in and around F(0). The
DFT of the 5 run average and the 10 run average are consistent at F(O), while the single run
and 20 run DFTs are equivalent at the same point. The single run DFT has a slightly

decreased electnc field magnitude with respect to the 10 and 10 runs cases, while the
ensemble of 5 simulations has a slightly greater magnitude in cornparison. The nul1 of the
signal is in close agreement in each trace.
A disparity in the field magnitude at F(0) could be explained by the presence of a dc

offset. The time domain simulations addressing the m i s noise in section 3.4, as they affect
the ensemble averaging, indicated the presence of a dc offset, on the order of 1v3.However,

the effect of this offset in the frequency domain is small. Therefore. the fact that a disparity

about the field at F(0) occurred with certain simulation ensembles was regarded as a
fluctuation, arising from the particular set of simulation data [3 11.
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3.6 Summary of Results
Excitation in the LGA lattice was achieved using a Gaussian pulsed plane wave. Due
to a corruption of the signal in the lattice for higher amplitude levels, perturbation levels are

typically 10% or 20% above the background distribution of phcles. A PMC boundary,
simulating an open circuit, is used to initiate a forward travelling Gaussian pulsed plane wave
in the mesh. The ABC was s h o w to have a reflection coefficient of -1 5 dB is adequate for
the simulation of a matched load tennination.

The effects of viscosity were considered with respect to the propagation velocity and

the decay of the pulse perturbation over time. The sound speed in the lattice slows for
background particle densities less than approximately 0.4. The magnitude of the decay

constant in (3.6) decreases with increasing p,. For both the sound speed and pulse decay,
these trends are reversed as the background density increased beyond approxirnately 0.5.
From Figures 3.8 and 3.9. the effects of viscosity on sound speed and decay in the HPP-LGA
system are least signifiant for 0.4 s p,

i

0.5.

The inherent presence of noise in the LGA system can be smoothed by spatial and
ensemble averaging. Ensemble averaging was shown to decrease the m i s noise level in the
system by

/=,

and had little effect on the frequency response. However, increasing

window size during spatial averaging had the effect of broadening and darnping of the pulse,
due to the filtering of the signal by the sampling window. Therefore, the dynamic range and

accuracy of the macroscopic observable depends on the number of states contributing to the
observable and the noise resulting from the averaging process, respectively [2]. The noise
level c m be reduced by increasing the dimensions of the sampling window, but at the cost
of reducing the bandwidth of the frequency response. The square window function

undergoes a tirne domain convolution which results in the product of the Gaussian
perturbation and the sinc function. The greater the window, the larger the gate function in
the tirne domain, and the smalla the perturbation bandwidth in the fiequency domain. These
factors rnust therefore be considered when selecting a suitable region for averaging.

Chapter 4
APPLICATION OF LGA TO SCATTERING

PROBLEMS
This chapter describes expenments simulated using the HPP-LGA algorithm as well
as the transmission-line matrix (TLM) method. The basis of the TLM method and the HPPLGA technique are diff'ent, yet their implementation by a cornputer program are strikingly

similar. Thus, the data obtained using the LGA technique is compareci to that simulated by
the TLM method. It should be noted, however, that the performance of the TLM method is
not discussed in this thesis. More appropnately, the focus lies on the results of the LGA

simulations and their relation to the TLM data.

4.1 Transmission Line Matrix Method
The TLM method was introduced in 1971 by Johns and Beurle [32] as a new
technique for solving two-dimensional electrornagnetic scattering problems, inspired by

Huygens' principle for light propagation. The method has been shown to provide an
approximate solution to Maxwell's equations in the the-domain [33], and is a recognized
tool for the analysis of electromagnetic wave propagation.

4.1.1

Lumped Element Mode1 of Maxwell's Equations
A shunt comected node, shown in Figure 4.1 (a), is used to model TM modes. This

shunt node is characterized by the intersection of two transmission lines, illustrateci in Figure

4.1 (b),known as the TLM shunt node. These elemental lines make up the T'LM mesh, with
each node in the mesh separated by the parameter AI.

Figure 4.1: (a) Shunt node and (b) TLM equivulent [33].

If only two-dimensional problems are considered, with no field variation in the zdirection, the quivalent field equations for two-dimensional TM propagation can be derived

from Maxwell's equations [33,34], by setting d/dz = O, and

= Er = E, = O

to give the

following,

where p and E are the permeability and pennittivity of the virtuaf medium, respectively.
Combining equations (4.1) to (4.3) gives the two-dimensional wave equation for the eiectric
field,

As long as the mesh parameter AI is much smaller than the shortest wavelength of

interest, each mesh element can be considered infinitesimal [35]. Thus, the voltage and
current variations in the x- and y-directions from one node to the next in the network in

Figure 4.1 (a) become,

- -81,
- - aï,,-

a~

-

(3 v-

2C-

dr

ay

where L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of an individual line.

Combining these equations gives the following two-dimensional wave equation for the
voltage in the network,

A direct quivalence exists between the voltages and currents in the network and the

electric and magnetic fields of Maxwell's equations [32,36]. For a shunt TLM node these
relationships are [35],

E.

.

p =

.

4

H, Ix

-V-

L

and

E =

5

-IV

ZC

Each line section, as in Figure 4.1 (b), possesses the same intrinsic impedance 2,and
speed of propagation v which are,

respectively. The elementai transmission lines of the mesh are considered to represent fiee
space where L = p, and C = E, [33]. However, the medium modelled by the entire mesh of

elemental lines is represented by the material properties given in (4.9), where p = L, and E

= ZC.

Therefore the intrinsic impedance and the speed of propagation of the mesh become,

respectively. where c, is the speed of light, and q, is the intrinsic impedance of fiee space.
Usually the media properties of the elemental transmission lines are normalized [33].
Thus. L = 1 , C = 1, and the media properties of the mesh become p = 1 ,

E = 2.

Therefore,

(4.12) and (4.13) become,

respectively. Equation (4.15) is identical to (3.3) for the speed of propagation in the LGA
lattice.

4.1.2

TLM Algorithm
If a voltage impulse is excited at a particular node, as shown in Figure 4.2 (a), the

remaining three lines adjoining the node are seen as being in parallel, having an effective

impedance of Z/3.The impulse is partially reflected and trammitteci at the node, shown in
Figure 4.2 (b), according to the following relationships for a 1 V pulse,

Figure 4.2:

Schematic of a TLM mesh: (a) impulse excitation. (b) results of the
first scattering event [34].

Figure 4 3 : Node confgurution.

The scattered impulses continue to propagate through the mesh becoming incident
on adjacent nodes and scattering in the mamer described above. Each pulse travels fiom one
node to another in one time step At. The incident voltage impulses ,VIi, ,V;, ,Y,', and ,Y,',
referenced as shown in Figure 4.3, hit the node at time t = kAt dong the four lines and are
scattered instantly, resulting in four reflected impulses ,VI:

,&', Y,: and, Y,'.

The reflected

impulses then travel to neighbouring cells to become incident voltages at time (k+l)At. The
behaviour of the mesh can be described by a voltage scattering matrix, which relates the
retlected voltages at each node to the corresponding incident voltages [35],

A wave c m be launched in the TLM mesh by exciting impulses at several nodes. Uniike the

LGA method, the TLM method does not require a background distribution of particles.
It is possible to determine the incident voltages at time (k+l)At at a particular node,

since they are related to the reflected pulses at neighbouring nodes. Hence, the new incident
voltages on node (xy)depend entirely on the nodes comected to it and can be expressed by
the following node connection equations [34],

The voltage, and thus electric field, at a shunt TLM node is determined by the sum
of the incident and reflected impulses,

For the cases in this chapter. the electric field was calculated using the sampling

region method outline in section 2.3.2. The voltage at each node was detmined and the
averaged voltage in the sampling region R was computed as follows,

where iV,represents the total number of possible impulses in the sampling region.

Boundary Conditions

4.1.3

The boundary conditions implemented with the TLM method in this thesis, consist
of perfect magnetic conducting walls and absorbing boundary conditions. The boundary

nodes (.Y = i, y =j ) in the TLM algorithm are computed as [35],

where r, is the impulse reflection coefficient.

4.1.3.1

Perfect Magnetic Conducting Boundary

A perfect magnetic boundaiy is a lossless non-dispersive boundary, having a bounce-

back effect on the TLM node impulses. For a shunt-comected network with

5 simulating

an electric field, a magnetic wall is represented by an open circuit. The boundary is therefore

modeled as a reflecting wall of infinite impedance with a reflection coefficient of + l . An
impulse incident at the PMC node at time Mt,undergoes a reflection, retuming to its original
node at (A+ 1)Ar with equal magnitude and phase.
in the TLM algorithm, the PMC boundary can be computed as [35],

for each boundary node.

4.1.3.2

Absorbing Boundary

An absorbing boundary condition is a lossy non-dispersive boundq used to simulate

matched impedance conditions. The boundary nodes must therefore possess an impedance
equal to the intrinsic impedance of the mesh, i.e. Z , , , = 2,. Thus, the impedance of the
elemental lines becomes Z,in, =

~,fl,
and the impulse reflection coefficient seen by the

mesh transmission lines is [35],

Therefore, the ABC boundary is modelled by making the following computation,
k vnf ( i j ) =

-0.17157 ,vni(ij)

(3.25)

The reflection coefficient is not zero as would be the case for a matched system.
Huygens' mode1 for wave propagation describes a series of radiators that emit a wavefiont
that gives rise to M e r generations of wavelets in al1 directions, including towards the back
of the radiator. Therefore those wavelets that are projected backward are not influenced by
the ABC. The TLM method is in essence a discretized form of Huygens' principle and as
a consequence, the non-zero reflection coefficient used to irnplement the absorbing boundary
is a direct result of the properties of Huygens' principle of wave propagation.

4.2 Scattering Experiments
A series of scattering experiments were Unplemented using the HP P-LGA algorithm,
and compared to results obtained from the TLM simulations of similar mesh environments.

Both methods have a similar implementation in a computer environment, but their
tùndarnental formulations are distinct.

The TLM method is based on a lumped elernent mode1 of Maxwell's
equations f?om which a transmission line model is obtained [33]. The HPPLGA method, models physical systems through the interaction and behaviour
of particles occupying velocity States within the cells of its lattice.

Four real number variables occupy each TLM cell. The HPP-LGA particles

involve four single bit variables per cell.
Interactions in the TLM lattice involve floating point multiplication and
arithmetic. Particle interaction in the HPP lattice is implemented by table
look-up.
No spatial averaging is required in the TLM algorithm. Spatial averaging is

necessary in the HPP-LGAalgorithm to obtain the macroscopic observables.
Despite these contrasts, a number of sirnilarities exist in the implementation of both
the TLM and HPP-LGA algorithrns:

One time step in the TLM mesh is defined by the scattering of voltage
impulses at a node and then the departure of the resulting reflected and
transmitted impulses across the borders of the ce11 in question. With the

LGA method, one time step is defined by the collision and subsequent

advection of particles at a parricular ce11 to its neighbouring cells.
The reflected and transmitted pulses at a particular node in the TLM mesh

following the scattering event, are transfmed to four adjacent nodes dong
their directions of propagation. Following the collision event in the LGA
mesh, particles in a particular ce11 are transferred to four neighbouring cells

along their directions of motion.
The velocity of a propagating wave within a TLM lattice is identical to the
sound speed in the HPP-LGAmesh.
Because of these similarities, the TLM method was used to gauge the performance

of the HPP-LGAapproach for the simulation of electromagnetic phenornena.
As in Figure 4.4, each LGA experiment in this chapter involves the simulation of a

scattering event in a two-dimensionai 8 0 1 h X 801Ay lattice, with Ar = Ay = AL, = 0.0005

m, implemented with PMC boundaries on d l four walls. An x-directeci Gaussian pulse is
launched at .Y, = 1AL, over a background distribution with a particle density of 0.5. The

pulse has a width of o = 40A,,

and an amplitude 20% above the background particle

distribution. Two windows are placed in the mesh, centered at (x = 32 1 A,,
and at (x = 62 1A , , , y = 40 1 .
),A

y = 40 1A,)

A rectangular cylinder was placed in the mesh between

the two sampling windows. The four wdls of the cylinder cross-section are assigned PMC

boundaries so that HPP-LGA particles bounce-back upon contact. The time domain
waveforrns shown in this chapter are the result of an average of 10 simulations with different
random nurnber generator seeds. The pulse is allowed to propagate for 1600At iterations.
The lattice in these experiments simulates a TM cavity, where the macroscopic density in
each sampling window cornputes Ez at every time step.
The experimental mesh was scaled to ease the computation of the TLM simulations.
From previous experiments [7,8], we have found mesh densities of Al,

=

lOAi,,,

to be

adequate. The mesh was initialized with dimensions of 20 1 Ar X 201 Ay, with the lattice
inter-nodal spacing taken as Ax = Ay = Azbf = 0.002 m. Thus, the ce11 size is scaled by a
factor of 4, and the overall mesh size is 16 times smaller than the implemented LGA me&.
A Gaussian wave of amplitude 0.2 was launched at x, = ,1A

with a width of o = 108,

for a time of 400 At. The cross-sectional area of the rectangular cylinder, and their mesh

coordinates have also been scaled by a factor of 4. Figure 4.4 shows the mesh parameters
used for the LGA and TLM simulations.

PMC

PMC

1

Figure 4.4:

PMC

(a) LGA lattice, (b) TLM Innice, (c) physical cmity dimensionr, with

rectangular cylinder cross-section and two sampling windows.

PMC

PMC

PMC

wFigure 4.4

400 mmH
--

(continued)

The LGA and TLM lanice configurations correspond to the physical dimensions
detailed in Figure 4.4 (c). The rectangular cylinder has a cross-sectional area of 30 m m X
60 mm. within a 400 mm X 400 mm square PMC cavity. Each time step At, is on the order

of 0.00 1 nsec in free space, nonnalized by the speed of light in vacuum, 3 x 10' &S.

4.2.1

Effect of WLndow Size on Scattered Signals
A rectangular cylinder with a cross-sectional area of 60AL, X 120AL, is placed in

the mesh, as s h o w in Figure 4.4. The square sampling windows used throughout Chapter
3 were considered satisfactory for the scattering experiments in this chapter, since only

nomally incident Gaussian pulsed plane waves were propagated in the lattice. Three
different window sizes were utilized to cornpute the electric field at each time step:

8oAL~.4

Case 1 :

80ALG.4

Case 2:

120A,,

Case 3:

160ALGAX 160ALm

X 120A,

For problems involving non-normal incidence or edge-diffraction, a circular sampling
window would provide an unbiased representation of the perturbation, as its boundaries do
not discriminate against a particular direction. A circular window was assigned for the TLM
sampling region. It is necessary to consider the weighting of the window dimensions in the
direction of pulse propagation, when considering two different sampling geometries. The
weighting of the circular region m u t therefore be analogous to the square sarnpling window.
If the equivalent width of the TLM circular window is less than the LGA window,

disaepancies in the pulse amplinide may tesuit, due to the averaging of a smaller nurnber of
cells in the window. The required weighting of the diameter of the circular window can be
deterrnined wi th reference to Figure 4.5. The equivdent radius of the TLM circular window
c m be expressed as follows,

where w(x) represents the width of the sampling window at location x, and p represents the

ratio of Mx)to the circular window area ZR'.

Figure 4.5:

Mathematical mode1for calculating the equivalent ciradar diurneter.

From 4.27, the equivalent diameters for the TLM circular windows for the three LGA
cases are:

Case 1:

94ALm

Case 2:

14 1Am

Case 3:

1~ ~ A L G . ,

The above parameters were scaled during simulations, with the circular windows
having radii of 12A,,

1 8 A , and 24Am

Time Domain
A simulation was fint performed for identical mesh parameters, but without the

scattering object, to compare the results of the two methods. They are shown in Figures 4.6
and 4.7, for sampling windows 1 and 2, respectively. The results are nearly the same for the
two methods, but the LGA traces show slight dissipation and pulse broadening. This is more

prominent for the 80 X 80 window case, but is also apparent in al1 three plots of Figure 4.7.
The LGA waveforms are sornewhat coarse as a result of noise inherent in the HPP-LGA
system. By comparison, the TLM traces are smooth.

The time-domain waveforms of both the LGA and TLM scattering simulations, for
the three sampling region sizes, are shown in Figures 4.8 (a) to (c) for window 1, and Figures
1.9 (a) to (c) for window 2. For the field computed by window 1, only the incident Gaussian

at r = 440At is common in both the non-cylinder and cylinder waveforms of Figures 4.6 and

1.8. The results from the second sampling window in Figure 4.9, illustrate slight differences
in comparison to Figure 4.7, due to the forwani scattering by the object. in each case, the
overall trends of both the TLM and LGA waveforms are similar.
Companng the LGA traces with each other, the broadening of the wave is also
noticeable with a sampling area increase. The resulting wavefonn also illustrates a slightly
higher degree of noise with a decrease in window dimensions. As addressed in section 3.4,
the differences in noise level, and pulse amplitude and width can be attributed to the effects
of the smaller sarnpling region used to calculate the electric field at both locations in the
rnesh.
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To obtain the forward and backward scattered data, the simulation data obtained
without the scattering object was subtracted fiom the output of the scattered data. These
waveforms, shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.1 1, exhibit the backward and forward scatter of the
wave off the object, as observed by window 1 and 2, respectively. As with the original full
time domain output (incident + scatter) in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the forward and backward
scatter waveforms are narrower with larger peaks and deeper nulls as the window sizes

decrease. Beyond t = 138761, the effects due to the east PMC wall are registered in window
'7

M .

The small pulse shown at t = 844At in Figure 4.10, represents the backward scattered

portion of the field by the object in the negative x-direction. in contrat, the waveform
obtained by window 2 details a decline in the electnc field at approximately the same time,
at t = 822At caused by the shadow of the object. The pulse at z = 1038At in window 2 of

Figure 4.1 I, represents the forward scattered wave that propagated beyond the object in the

positive x-direction of the lattice. Similarly, a decline in the electric field at t = 1078At is
shown in window 1.
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Frequency Domain

4.2.1.2

It was discussed in section 3.5, that the square sampling window used in LGA

simulations causes the time domain convolution of the gate function with the Gaussian
excitation. A similar phenomena develops with the circular sampling window used in TLM
simulations.
The time domain circular gate fwiction Ax,y), is defined by x and y Cartesian
coordinates, and its Fourier transform F(v,w), by a coordinate system labeled

and

i1

i
l
;

respectively. A radial vector p can be defined as p' = r' +y,where &,y) =Ap), allowing
for the more convenient integration of the transform using polar coordinates p and 4. By
circular symmetry, q-' = J + ir2,where F(v,w)= F(q) in the fkquency dornain. However,
unlike the transform of the square sampling window in which the .Y-andy integrals were

independent of one another, the p and 4 integrals are not, and thus neither can be neglected.
Afier carrying out the integration, the Fourier transfomi of a two-dimensional circular
aperture becomes [37.3 81,

where a is the radius of the circle, 11 = txaq, and J,(u) is the first order Bessel function.

The nomalized transform of the square sampling window (gate function) and the
circular window are shown in Figure 4.12 (a)' for identical window widthsldiameters. Note
that the responses do not agree. The LGA window details a smaller bandwidth as a result
of its larger window size. This further illustrates the necessity of determinhg the correct
weighting of the width between two differing window geometries. Figure 4.12 (b) gives the
normalized transform of the LGA window and the circular window of equivdent width
(refemng to the window description by equation (4.27) and Figure 4.5). in ihis case, the
transfomis are similar. The magnitude of the peak following the transform nulls is greater
for the sinc function.

Figure 4.12: Normalized Fourier tramfornt of a rectangular gare and a circular
gatefunction of (a) identical widths, and (b) with equivalent widths.

The TLM and LGA fresuency response for the incident wave on the object are shown
in Figure 4.13. These plots correspond to the tirnedomain incident fields in Figure 4.6. The
frequency response of the scattered cases in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, are shown in Figure 4.14
and 4.15 for windows 1 and 2, respectively. These traces were obtained by applying the DFT
to the time domain waveforms in Figures 4.8 and 4.9, and include both the incident and

scattered field. The LGA and TLM traces for both window I and 2 are almost identical for
the two rnethods.

With respect to differences observed due to the size of the sarnpling windows, the

peaks and nulls in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 occur at the same frequencies in al1 three cases.
However, with increasing frequency, the peak field levels have a lesser magnitude for
simulations with larger window sizes. This gives the appearance of additional resonant
Frequencies for smaller windows. Furthmore, the response covers a larger fTequency range
witli smaller window sizes. As discussed in section 3.5, this is due to the widening of the

sinc function resulting fiom the narrowing of the window gate function. Each window

configuration was therefore judged to be usable oniy to frequencies below 2.5 GHz for the

160A X 160A window, 3.5 GHz for the 1206 X 120A window, and 4.0 GHz for the 80A X
80A.

The Fourier transfomis of the fonvard and backward scattered waves are given in
Figures 4.16 and 4.17. Pnor to taking the DFT of the forward scattered time-domain data,
the waveforms were truncated so that only the information present as a direct result of the
scattering by the cylinder is computed by the DFT. The reflected pulse by the east PMC wdl
observed by window 2 was alço not considerd in the transfomi of the forward scatter data.
The field distribution involving the fonvard scatter in both Figures 4.15 and 17, shows a

geater magnitude in cornparison to the field levels observed for the backward scatter in
Figures 4.14 and 4.16. Had the scattering object been infinitely thin, the field distribution
would have detailed similar patterns in both the forward and backward direction.
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Frequency response of window 2 for 604 X 120A cylinder crosssectional area compuled with window dimensions of (a) 804 X 804.
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The frequency responses to the input Gaussian for both sampling regions were

computed by the Frequency response of the incident pulse on the object, and the scattered
output,

Fonvard-scatv)

The resulting waveforms in the ~equencydomain are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19
for both the forward and backward scattered outputs. The LGA response to the incident
Gaussian pulse in both cases is almost identical to the TLM computation.
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4.2.2

Effect of Cylinder Dimensions on Scattered Sipals
Three cases were studied involving varying sizes of the cylinder cross-sectional area,

s h o w in Figure 4.20, and are listed below:
Case 1: area = 60AL, X 120A,,

Case 2: area = 140ALG,X 1 20AL,

Case 3: area = 60A,,

X 240A,,

Each case was simulated with sampling window sizes of IZOALm X 120A,,
mesh and a window diameter of 141A,

in the LGA

in the TLM mesh.

Aectangular cylinders
PMC

PMC

PMC

-*X

Figure 4.20: Lattice configuration with rectangular cylinders of varying crosssectional areas.

Time Domain
The t h e domain traces for each scattering case are given in Figures 4.2 1 and 4.22,

for sampling windows 1 and 2, respectively. Figures 4.21 (a) and 4.22 (a) represent the
electric field for the case with no scattering object. For the fieid computed by window 1,
only the incident Gaussian at t = 440At is comrnon in both the non-cylinder and cylinder
waveforms. The 60A X 240A case, shown in Figure 4.21 (d), has an effect similar to that of
a full PMC boundary. The second pulse in Figure 4.2 1 (d) represents that part of the wave
that was reflected by the cylinder. The wave meets the cylinder d e r approximately 680 time

st eps and is bounced-back in the negative x-direction of the mesh retuming towards the first
window. The peak is observed at t = 857At. Had it stnick a PMC wall, the pulse would have
been computed at approximately r = 906At.

The smaller object with 60A X 120A cross-section in Figure 4.2 1 (b) produces a
similar waveform but with a substantiallyreduced reflected pulse, indicative of the decreased
length of the cylinder cross-section in this case. Las particla are reflected by the object thus
a lower pulse level occurs. The time at which the pulse peak is observed, at t = 84501, is
slightly less than that for the larger 60A X 240A object case.
in the 140A X 120A object case in Figure 4.2 1 (c), the wave meets the cylinder after

approximately 567 time steps before a portion of it is reflected back towards the fint
window. The width of this object is just over twice that of the 60A X 120A object case, but
their lengths are identical. From the trace in Figure 4.2 1 (c), it would seem that the &val
of the reflected wave at window 1 occurs with the departure of the tail end of the incident

pulse.
The waveforms shown in Figure 4.22 for each scattering case are relatively similar.
A slight decline in the field level for the 60A X 120A and 1404 X 120A is noted in

comparison to the no object simulation. In addition the 60A X 240A case in Figrire 4.22 (d),

has a lower pulse amplitudes in comparison to Figures 4.22 (b) and (c).
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The time domain forward and backward scatter waveforms were obtauied by
subtracting the wavefonn computed by the no object simulation fiom each of the three cases.

The resulting waveforms are shown in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 for the backward and fonuard
scatter, corresponding to windows 1 and 2, respectively. The waveforms of the forward
scatter in Figure 4.24, with respect to the timing of the peaks and nulls, are similar for al1
three cases. It should be noted that the location (Le. x-coordinate) of the rightmost wall of
the cylinder was kept constant for al1 three cases. Thus, the approximate timing of the nulls
and peaks of the forward scatter are similar for al1 three cases. However, while the

magnitudes of the pulses and nulls are similar for the 60A X 120A and 140A X 1206 cases,
those computed for the 60A X 240A cylinder are greater.

Differences occur in the time of the appearance of the peaks and nulls for the
backward scatter waveforms of Figure 4.23. These are similar for the 60A X 240A and 60A

X 110A cases, but are observed slightly earlier in the 140A X 120A case due to its larger
width. The effect of the 140A X 120A cylinder cross-section on the waveform is more

clearly illustrated in Figure 4.23 (b),in cornparison to the trace shown in Figure 4.21
representing the incident and backward scatter field.
Windows 1 and 2, in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, show only the backward and foward
scattering resulting fkom the object. However, to obtain a full assessment of the scattering

behaviour due to each cylinder, it would be necessary to place several windows amund the
objects to observe the scattering pattern over the entire space. The objective of this chapter,
however, was to compare the TLM and LGA simulations. The traces s h o w in Figwes 4.2 1
to 4.24 obtained by the two methods are similar, and illustrate general agreement in the
cornputed results. Thus, a complete assessment was not performed, as the scattering results

are also well known [39].
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4.2.2.2

Frequency Domain
The Frequency response of the t h e domain simulations shown in Figures 4.21

(incident pulse and backward scatter) and 4.22 (incident and forward scatter) are given in
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 for windows 1 and 2, respectively. Analogous to the trends discussed
for the time domain waveforms, the responses in window 1 are more similar for the 60A X
120A and 60A X 240A cross-section simulations. Resonant peaks occur at approximately
the sarne Frequencies in these two cases, but the peak magnitudes are greater for the 60A X

MOA case in Figure 4.25 (c). The null at approximately 0.8 GHz also has a lower magnitude
than that for the 60A X 120A response in Figure 4.25 (a). The response for the 140A X 120A

cross-section in Figure 4.25 (b) is quite different than that computed for the other two
cylinders. However, a comrnon null occurs around 0.8 GHz,but is not as deep and does not
create two distinct beams as for the other two cylinder geometries. The greatest resonance
o c c m at approximately 0.6 GHz at around the same fiequency as the fint resonance for the
other two cases.
The responses for window 2 in Figure 4.26 have a common pattern for al1 three cases.
This is to be expected, as the corresponding tirne domain waveforms in Figure 4.22 were
similar. The peaks and nulls are of similar magnitudes, but the second peak s h o w for the
60A X 210A is slightly less than that for the other two casa. The magnitudes of the resonant

peaks are much greater than the field levels computed in window 1.

The Frequency responses resulting from the backward and forward scattering are
given in Figures 4.27 and 4.28, respectively. The 60A X 240A and 606 X 120A responses
in Figures 4.27 (a) and (c) are somewhat alike in shape, but differ significantly in the

magnitude of their one cornmon peak. The 140A X 1204 object case, shown in Figure 4.27
(b), consists of several nulls and peaks, caused by the interaction of scattered waves at the

front and back surfaces of the thicker object. The waveforms of the fonvard scattering at
window 2 are similar in each case, again a direct result of their comparable time domain

traces in Figure 4.24.
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The responses of the forward and backward scattering to the incident pulse in the
mesh were computed using equations (4.29) and (4.30), and are shown in Figures 4.29 and
4.30. As expected, the responses corresponding to window 2 are comparable. TLM and
LGA traces in both Figures 4.29 and 4.30 are almost identicai.
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4.2.3

Summary of Results
The window size had an effeft on the noise level and field levels of the peaks and

nulls of the time domain waveforms of the 60A X 1206 scattering experiment. This

confirmed discussions presented in section 3.4 regarding the relationship of window size to
noise and the averaging effect of the window. The freguency response bandwidth was

greater for simulations with mialler window sizes. This was introduced in section 3.5.1, and
is due to a widening of the of the sinc function with a decrease in the gatdwindow width.

From the experiments involving varying dimensions for the scattering object, it was
noted that the greater the cross-sectional length in the y-direction, the more the scattering
object resembles a true PMC wall. This provoked an increase in the level of the backward
scattering observeci in the time domain. The presence of the cylinder also had a significant
effect on the resonant Frequencies of the system. Larger cross-sectional width appeared to
generate a greater number of resonant peaks in the frequency domain. It is difficult,
however, to correctly anticipate the distribution of the wave inside the mesh. Had the
cylinder been infinitely thin, the forward and backward scatter patterns would be relatively
simple to monitor and predict. Due to the interaction of its two front and back faces, a

thicker object lias a more complex scattering pattern. This is somewhat evident when
comparing the frequency characteristics of the 1406 X i20A cylinder to those of the other
two objects of thimer width. In contrast, a longer strip results in a greater amplitude level

for the forward and backward scatter fields. However, these phenornena are not very clearly
apparent from the waveforms produced by the two mesh windows. As stated in section
4.2.2.1, one c m o t make a simple conclusion regarding the fonvard and backward scattered

radiated fields, without obserMng the complete scattered pattem as a function of angle
around the object.

In both the window and cylinder experiments, LGA wavefoms were in agreement
with the TLM traces. The fkquency domain plots were also comparable for the two
computational methods. Remaining disaepancies in the fiequency domain cm be attributed
to errors due to noise and viscosity in the LGA system.

Chapter 5
DESIGN OF A MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION

LINE FILTER
This chapter details the design and simulation of a first order microwave filter. The
initial design was confixmed with the microwave circuit software package, Libra, and then

simulated in the time domain using the HPP-LGAalgorithm and TLM method. The LGA
method was implemented at various stages of the design procedure to assess the capability
of the HPP-LGA algorithm in providing adequate information regarding the filter

performance in the time and frequency domains.

5.1 Sample Microstrip Filter Design
A narrowband band-stop filter was designed using only shunt transmission line

branches, rnodelling the network structure shown in Figure 5.1. The network branches are

realized using transmission line stubs c o ~ e c t e dto the main transmission line, and having

an electrical length of just l e s than 90" [40]. Each branch has an impedance Znequivalent
to 2, = 46.3 a
The filter was designed for a substrate material of thickness 1.59 mm (1116") and a
relative dielectric constant of e, = 2.54. The design fiequency was selected to be 1.O GHz,

for which the transmission line width correspondhg to a 46.3 Q characteristic impedance is
w = 5.0

mm. The stub was assigned a length of 48 mm, slightly less than a quarter

wavelength, to account for f'nnging at the open circuit end of the shib. A single stub
transmission line filter was designed using the software package Libra, with the dimensions

shown in Figure 5.2. The filter S,, and S,, responses are show in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.1 : Filter network structure [40].

Figure 5.2: Single stub transmission finefilter design.

Figure 5.3: Simulation of transmission Iine filter using Libra.

5.2 Simulation of a Transmission Line Mode1
The fint order filter designed in the previous section was simulateci in two stages
beginning with the filter main line. The mesh selected for simulation was given dimensions

of 101 1hr X 7 1A-v, Ar = Ay = A, where A = 0.1 mm. The transmission line was centered
in the mesh and assigned a width of 50 cells or 5.0 mm, as shown in Figure 5.4. The line
ends were terminated by an absorbing boundary. However, the lefl end ABC was delayed,

imposed afier t = 170At iterations, to allow for the propagation of the pulse, as discussed in
section 3.2.2. The upper and Iowa penmeters of the line were assigned PMC boundaries.
as was the left line end durhg the delay period. A Gaussian pulse was launched at xo= 1Ar

in the mesh with a width of o = 40 Ar and an amplitude p,

= 0.2, over a background particle

distribution with a particle density of po = 0.5.

Two sampling windows, or probes, were placed on the line, at x = 2 6 6 4 y =36A, and
-v = X 6 A , y = 36A.

Each window was assigned dimensions of 506 X 50A. The time-domain

output resulting frorn this simulation, s h o w in Figure 5.5 (a), indicates a high level of noise.
As discussed in section 3.5, the noise level can be decreased by increasing the window size.

However, as the transmission line restricts the dimensions of the sampling window in the ydirection, it was decided to stretch the window along x, to reduce the noise level and allow
for some smoothing of the excited signal. Five additional whdows were implemented with

dimensions of 60 X 50,80 X 50, 100 X 50, 120 X 50, and 140 X 50, centered at the original
coordinates. Their respective outputs are plotted in Figures 5.4 (b) to (0.

!l
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2

Figure 5.4: Tranrnrission fine configuation for LGA simulation.
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As expected, the overall pulse undergoes a smoothing effect. A reflection resulting

from the poor accuracy of the right absorbing boundary termination is observai in the second
window at approximately t

=

1800At in Figures 5.5 (c) and (d). This reflection is less

noticeable for smaller window sizes due largely to the higher degree of noise. It is also less
visible for the largest window size of 1406 X 50A. The evidence of the reflection in this
window may be somewhat lost due to increased damping of the pulse amplitudes. Since
these time-domain responses are the result of single simulations and not averaged data fiom
a nurnber of runs, differences observed between each case may be due to the random nature

of particle selection withui the mesh. The 120A X 50A window was selected for its reduced

noise level in cornparison to smaller windows, as well as for its seemingly clearer depiction
of the original Gaussian pulse and the reflection by the absorbing boundary. A representation
of the input signal level, the actual observed pulse by this window for one simulation, and
the theoretical mis noise level are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6:

Representution of the input Gaussian signal, the actual pulse
observed by the 120A X 50A window. and the theoretical rms noise
level.

The time domain response of the 1011A X 5 1A transmission line with two
rectangular sampling windows of size 120A X 50A was computed and averaged for ten
di ffenng random number generator seeds. The resulting electric field at each window are

shown in Figures 5.7 (a) and (b) for 5000 iterations. The reflection caused by the ABC at the
nght end of the line is illustrated at t = 2518At, t = 1828At, for windows 1 and 2,
respectively. There is a noticeable irnprovement in the noise level of the averaged 10 timedomain runs in cornparison with the single run shown in Figure 5.5 (e).
As in section 32.2, the reflection coefficient of the ABC reflection to the transmitted

pulse in window 2 can be computed using (3.3) and (3.4). Taking the transmitted pulse and
the ABC reflection observed at window 2, 0.0538 V/m and 0.0 1 12 Vlm respectively, a

reflection coefficient of -14 dB was detmined. The ABC at the left end of the line also
sends a reflection back into the mesh,but it is not visible in the ensemble averaged data in

Figure 5.7. For the computed reflection coefficient of the ABC boundary, a pulse with an
amplitude of 0.002 V/m should be observed at approximately 3235At. However, the
theoretical rms noise level for a 120A X 50A window is 0.0065 V/m as s h o w in Figure 5.6.

Thus, the ABC reflection due to the left wall is lost below the noise level in the system.
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5.3.

Simulation of a First Order Filter

5.3.1

Time Domain

5.3.1.1

LGA and TLM Configurations

The LGA filter design was realized by adding a transmission line stub to the filter
main line. The mesh size was increased to 101 1A X 581A to accommodate the U4 stub and

maintain the parameters of the design outlined in Figure 5 2. n e mesh cell size remained
at A = 0.1 mm. The 120A X 506 windows along the main line were maintained at their
original locations along x, now at (266A,51 A), and (746A,51 A). A third window was placed

in the stub at (506A,3 MA), shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Filter configuration for LGA simulation.

The identical full-scale mesh configuration was simulated by the TLM method for
5000 times steps. The window diameter of 120A was equated to the length of the LGA

rectangular sampling window. However for these dimensions, the rectangular window area
is greater than the circular window area by a factor of 0.53. The tirne domain waveforms for
the input, output and stub windows given in Figures 5.10 (a) to (c), respectively, have been

scaled by this amount.
The window geometry selected overlaps the transmission line boundaries, since the
diarneter is greater than the line width of 50A. The wave excitation is launched at each ce11

of the column associated with x, = 1A. Sampling the TLM node impulses outside the line

would give an incorrect computation of the field behaviour at each window. A PMC barrier
was placed in the mesh region extemal to the transmission line at x = 200A, as s h o w in
Figure 5.9. This effectively limits the wave propagation in the mesh outside of the filter
transmission lines to a region between the lethnost mesh boundary and the PMC barrier.
Thus, the overlapped region of the circular window only samples the wave behaviour of the

transmission line. Conhasts in pulse amplitudes are therefore attributed to the slight
differences in the number of averaged cells of the circular window in cornparison to the
rectangular geometry.

Figure 5.9: Filter configurationfor TLM simulntion.
-123-

5.3.1.2

Results
The time-domain output of each window for an ensemble average of IO simulated

mns is shown in Figures 5.10 (a) to (c) over 5000 iterations. The filter excitation and the
boundary conditions of the main line are identical to those outlined in section 5.2. The walls
of the stub branch were assigneci PMC boundaries.

The incident pulse observed initially by window 1 at t = 376 At has a computed
amplitude of 0.055 V/m. Upon arriving at the stub junction, the pulse "sees" an impedance
mismatch at this point. Ideally, a portion of the wave is reflected back towards the main line
input, and the remaining signal is transmitted equally to the stub and down the right end of
the main line. Because of the positional syrnmetry of the transmission line windows, the
reflection and transmissions resulting h m the impedance mismatch at the junction are
observed at approximately the same time by each window, around t = 1055At.

The portions of the wave that are transmitted and reflected cm be easily determined
by transmission iine theory. The reflection coefficient is computed as,

The transmission coefficient is related to r by the following equation,

Both the stub and the main line have a width corresponding to a 46 Q line at the
design frequency. The impedance Z,wctio,,at their intersection is therefore,

where 2, and 2, represent the stub and line impedances, respectively. From (SA), this results

- 124-

in a reflection coefficient of I'

= -113.

The transmission coefficient corresponding to the

junction becomes r = U3. Therefore, 3 3 of the original excitation is expected to be
transmitted into the stub and towards the right end of the main line, while - l/3 of the original
pulse will be reflected back towards the left end of the filter main line.
At t

=

1055At, an electric field level of -0.017 V/m is computed by window 1 ,

resulting from the reflection at the stub junction. The 0.038 V/m pulse in window 2
represents the portion of the original Gaussian excitation transmitted down the main line,
while window 3 details the transmission of a 0.035 Vlm pulse dong the stub. Upon addition,
their amplitudes make up the original incident pulse. The observed and ideal pulse

amplitudes resulting from the fint mismatch event are listed in Table S. 1.

Table 5.1:

Computed and predicted pulse amplitudes in V/m ut windows 1. 2. and 3
(input, output, and stub)for the first-order mismatch.

Filter port

1"-order mismatch

Ideal

Input

-0.017

0.0 18

Output

0.038

0.03 7

1

I

Stub

0.035

0.037

Due to their equivalent line irnpedances, the transmission hto the stub branch and
the inain line output, intuitively, should have identical amplitudes. However, a slight

difference was observed, which can be attributed partly to the randomness of the particles
in the LGA mesh. Also, the stub and main line are not cornposed of a single column of cells
and thus do not meet at a singie point. Because of the finite width of the line, i.e. the number

of cells through the junction, the amount of signal transferred to each branch may not
correspond exactly to that calculated fiom (5.1) and (5.2).
Because the stub is not temiinated by an ABC, the signal transmitted into the stub

branch is bounced-back towards the junction by the stub PMC boundary. The rehiming

pulse is Observed at t = 1770A t in Figure 5.10 (c). The signal then undergoes a reflection
back into the stub and a transmission into both ends of the maidine upon encountering the
junction mismatch a second time. This phenornena continues until the signal decays below
the noise level in the system. For the iteration period s h o w in Figures 5.10 (a) to (c), the

efiects cm be traced for three mismatch events at the filter junction.
Of serious concern are the ABC reflections propagating down the Line due to the poor

accuracy of the ABC at both ends. The reflections by the east and west ABC are fint
observed at approximately t = 18006 t in windows 1 and 2 of Figure 5.10 (a) and (c). It is
a simple matter to trace the first order mismatch of the system since no ABC reflections have
been released into the filter main line. However, it is more difficult to observe and account
for the efTects of further mismatch events as the wave propagation dong the line becomes
more complex. The wave corresponding to the original signal and those resulting from the
two ABC at the line teminations interact simultaneously, affecting the dynamics of the of
the reflections and transmissions at the stub junction. It must be noted that in window 1, a
negative reflection was retumed by the first mismatch event. It is that negative reflection
which is re-introduced dong the main line with a reduction in magnitude equivalent to I' =

- 14 dB, as observed in the section 5.2.

The pulse reflected at window 2 underwent a similar

amplitude reduction.
Table 5.2 details the transmitted and reflected pulse amplitudes correspondingto each
window for the second and third order mismatches, as well as their ideal values, neglecting
reflections by the ABC walls. The observed and ideal pulse amplitudes are close, but
nevertheless show some differences due to the ABC wdl reflections.
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 list the b t and second ABC reflections introduced into the
system, observed at approxirnately r = t8OOAt,and t = 3200A, respectively. As with the
original excitation, the ABC reflections undergo a transmission into the stub and opposing
line end, as well as a reflection back towards their respective ABC port. This impedance
mismatch is also detailed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.

Table 5.3:

Amplitudes in V/m of the ABC reflections at windows 1 and 2 (input and
otttput) introduced after the first ABC reflection. and their resulting

mismatch ut the stub iunction.

Filter port

1

1" ABC reflection

Mismatch due to ABC reflection
1

1

Reflection

Transmission

hput

-0.0042

0.0014

-0.0028

Output

0.0092

-0.0031

0.0061

Table5.4:

Amplitudesin V/moftheABCrefectionsatwindows!and2(inputand
ourput) introduced after l e second ABC reflecttion, and their resulting
mismatch at the stubjunction.

Filter port

Input

ZndABC reflection

0.0057

Mismatch due to ABC reflection
Reflection

Transmission

-0.0019

0.0038
1

Output

0.0046

-0.0015

0.0031

Table 5.5 summarizes the mismatch at the filterjunction that occurs as a result of the
ABC reflections listed in the of Table 5.3. Also provideci in the table are their effects on the

dynarnics of the second-order rnismatch. Table 5.6 gives similar information with respect
to Table 5.4, corresponding to the third-order mismatch. in both Tables 5.5 and 5.6, the

transmissions and reflections resulting kom the ABC reflection, when summed with the ideal

signal amplitudes for each rnismatch, are comparable to the actual observed event.

Table 5.5:
Filter port

Correction of reflected and tranîmitted signal &y contribution of the jirst
ABC reflections in V/m at the three port windows.

zndorder
ideal
misrnatch

1
1

Left wail

1

Right wail

Ideal + ABC
refl.
mismatch

Actual Td

order
mismatch

Stub

Filter port

1

Mismatch due to ABC
reflection

Output

Table 5.6:

1

1

Correction of reflected and transmitted signal by contribution of the second
ABC reflectionsin V/m ut the three Dort windows.
3* order
ideal
mismatch

Misrnatch due to ABC
reflection
Lefi wall

Right wall

'

Ideal + ABC
refl.
mismatch

Actual 3d

order
mismatch
1

Input

-0.0078

-0.00 19

0.0031

-0.0066

-0.0053

-0.0078

0.0038

-0.00 15

-0.0056

-0.0037
1

Stub

0.0039

0.0038

0.0031

0.0 108

0.0084

It should be noted that as the wave propagates, the effects of mesh viscosity, i.e. the

damping of the wave, become more signifiant with time. This may account for the
decreased magnitude of the signal at al1 three windows for the actual mismatch event listed

Table 5.6. The transmission of these signds occurs after approximately 4000 iterations and
have lesser field levels than the sum of the ideal and ABC reflection values.

The TLM and LGA traces in Figures 5.10 (a) to (c) are relatively similar, with the
exception of the lack of ABC reflections in the TLM traces. The TLM algorithm utilizes a
more efficient implementation of an absorbing boundary. Thus, ABC reflections do not

compt the three detectable mismatches.
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Figure 5.10: Tirne domain wavefom for (a) input (wr'ndow1). (b) output (window
2). and (c) the stub window,for the sirnulated T M and LGA filter.

5.3.2

Frequency Domain
The relevant fiequency domain information of the filter are the electrical scattering

parameters provided by the information at windows 1 and 2. The reflected (S,,) and
transmitted (S,,) power in dB, for the LGA and TLM simulations are given in Figures 5.1 1
(a) and (b), respectively.
The S I ,traces in Figure 5.1 1 (a) are relatively similar, but indicate a slight fiequency
shifl in the TLM case with respect to the design frequency of 1.O GHz. This frequency shifi
is also noticeable in the TLM

trace of Figure 5.1 l(b), where the notch has also shified

with respect to the design tiequency. The fiequency shifl in the TLM S , , and S,, traces is

attributed to contrasts in the analysis methods regarding the TLM algorithm and the Libra
software. The TLM algorithm involves a full wave method of analysis, whereas the
rnicrowave circuit software Libra is based on simple quasi-statics. This may therefore result

in slight differences between the data shown in Figure 5.3 by the Libra simulation. and
Figure 5.1 1 involving the TLM computation.
From Figure 5.1 1 (b), the level of transmitted power computed by the LGA simulated
data at the design frequency is adequate. Consideration was focused on the possible effects
of the ensemble averaging on the smoothing of the null in the S2,trace. The S I ,and S,, data

were computed for the individual LGA filter simulations, with four of these cases shown in
Figure 5.12. The S2, traces provided in Figure 5.17 (b) clearly display contrasting
frequencies. fiom approximately 0.9 to 1.3 GHz, for each individual case. In addition, the
transmitted power at each null is considerably different, ranging fiom a low of approximately
-28 dB to a high of - 10 dB.
It is possible however, that the poor accuracy of the absorbing boundary in the LGA

simulation is affecting the fiequency response of the LGA simulations, exclusively or in
addition to the ensemble averaging. The line length of the main filter transmission line was
extended at both ends to obtain the system reflections and transmissions without the
corruptions caused by the ABC reflections. Specificdly, by making the line length longer,
the ABC reflections are not observed in the f h t and second windows over the computed

iterations in the time domain. The LGA filter was therefore simulated for a mesh size of
30 1 1 A X 58 1A, as well2011 A

X 58 1 A. The shift in fiequency was still observecl, regardless

of the line length or absence of ABC reflections. It would appear that the resuits are case (Le.

seed) dependent. No observable or predictable trend was found.
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Summary of Results
A simple single stub band reject filter was designed and simulated in two stages

beginning with the filter main line using both the TLM and LGA techniques. initial
simulations were performed using only a single transmission line to select a suitable
sarnpling windows dimensions. Consideration was placed on the pulse dynarnics as well as
the noise level due to the window size. The 120A X 50A window was selected for its
reduced noise level in cornparison to smaller windows, as well as for its seemingly clearer

depiction of the original Gaussian pulse and the reflection by the absorbing boundary.
TLM and LGA simulations were perfomed for identical mesh sizes with slight

differences implernented in the simulation of the TLM filter to accommodate its circulawindow. in general, the time domain wavefoms obtained by the LGA experiments were
found to be similar to the T'LM data. However, the absorbing boundary proved to be only

rudimentary for these transmission 1ine experirnents. It was possible however, to trace each
reflection and transmission in the systern knowing the sound speed in the LGA lanice,
despite the ABC reflections propagating dong the transmission lines of the filter..
Greater discrepancies hetween the two techniques were noted in the fkquency
domain. In particular, the level and fiequency of the transmitted power differed from that
obtained by the TLM result. A random fkquency shiR as well as power level variation,
were observed for individual simulations, indicating that the outcome is case dependent.
Increasing the length of the filter main line, in an attempt to avoid the ABC reflections over
the observed iterations, did not improve the result.

Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Conclusions
Lattice gas automata consist of particles within a lanice that interact with their nearest
neighbours according to simple deterministic rules. The algorithm evolva according to a
two-step process, of collision and advection. Essential parts of the algorithm can be
implemented in a few lines of code, while stability is maintained by the exact conservation
of mass and momentun within the system, with no roundsff errors. Boundary conditions

are easily to implemented and can be simulated within a structure of significant complexity
over a large number of tirne steps [12].

This thesis dealt with the application of lattice gas automata for use in modelling twodimensional homogeneous electromagnetic phenornena The HPP-LGAtechnique has been
used to successfully approximate the Navier-Stokes equation, and thus has been s h o w to
simulate fluid flow. Similarities between fluid flow and wave propagation have suggested
that LGA can be used to simulate electromagnetic models [2,9]. However, instead of
explicitly solving the Navier-Stokes equations, the movements and interactions of thousands
of gas particles are monitored [9]. The behaviow of the HPP lattice gas automaton has been

s h o w to mode1 conditions described by the two-dimensional linear wave equation. Thus,
the simulation of two-dimensional, transverse-magnetic (TM3,or transverse-elecaic (TE3
wave propagation is possible with the application of appropriate boundary conditions and

sources [2].
Properties inherent to twodimensional HPP-LGAwere detailed through simple twodimensional lattice gas experiments. Excitation in the LGA lattice was achieved using a

Gaussian pulsed plane wave. Perturbation levels 20% above the background distribution of
particles were applied to the mesh, due to a corruption of the signal in the lattice for higher
amplitude levels. When the pulse peak was centered about a PMC boundary, a fonuard
travelling Gaussian pulsed plane wave was initiated in the mesh. The PMC boundary models
an open circuit termination for a TM, wave propagation. Particles are simply bounced back
into the lattice by a PMC boundary, undergoing change in the direction of their velocity. The
ABC was implernented for the simulation of a matched load termination. The ABC

"absorbed" incoming particles and reintroduced outgoing particles at a level of p, using a
random number generator. A single c o l u . ABC was implernented throughout this thesis

-

and was shown to have reflection coefficient of approximately 15 dB, in agreement with [8].

The effects of viscosity on the decay of the pulse perturbation over time and the
sound speed in the HPP-LGA system were shown to be least signifiant for background
particle densities of 0.4 r; p, s 0.5. The sound speed in the lattice was found to slow for p,
less than approximately 0.4. The magnitude of the decay constant in (3.6) was detemineci
to decreases with increasing p,. For both the sound speed and pulse decay, these trends were
reversed as the background density increased beyond approxirnately 0.5.
The effects of spatial and ensemble averaging were briefly exarnined with respect to
their influence on the inherent noise in the HPP-LGA system and the pulse dynarnics, in both

the time and fkquency domain. Ensemble averaging was shown to decrease the m i s noise
level in the system by

JG,
and had litt!e

effect on the fiequency response of the

incident pulse. However, increasing window size during spatial averaging had the effect of
broadening and damping of the pulse. The filtering of the s i g d by the sampling window
produced a time domain convolution of the perturbation signal with the sampling window.
The Fourier transfom is thus the product of the perturbation transfom and the sùic function
in the time domain. Thus, the larger the window, the wider the gate fimction in the time
domain, and the smaller the perturbation bandwidth in the fiequency domain. The noise
lrvel can be reduced by uicreasing the dimensions of the sampling window, but at the cost
of reducing the bandwidth of the fiequency response.

One of the goals of this thesis was to study the application of the HPP-LGA algorithm

to scattering experiments. A TM, cavity was modelled using a four walled PMC mesh. A

single scattering object was placed in the mesh between two sampling windows. n i e
forward and backward scattered waveforms were obtained by the two windows.
Experiments were perfonned to M e r observe the effect of window size on waveforms of
the 60A X l2OA scattering experirnent, confhing the characteristics observed in Chapter
3. Additional experiments were perfomed where the cross-sectional area of the scattering

object was varied. It was stated in Chapter 4, that the effects of the variations in the cylinder
dimensions on the scattering pattern characteristics were not clearly apparent from the
limited information obtained by the two sampling windows. However, the trends observed
in LGA waveforms are almost identical to the TLM traces. The TLM method was used to
assess the performance of the LGA data, as the implementation of the two algonthms in a
a cornputer environment is similar. Furthemore, as an established computational technique,
simulation results obtained using the TLM method represented an "exact" solution with
which to evaluate the data obtained by the LGA algorithm.
A second important goai in this thesis was the modelling of a transmission line filter

using the HPP-LGAalgorithm. A simple single stub band reject filter was designed and
simulated using both the TLM and LGA techniques. The absorbing boundary proved to be

on1y rudirnentary for these transmission line experiments. It was possible however, to trace
each reflection and transmission in the systern knowing the sound speed in the LGA lattice.
LI general, the time domain wavefomis obtained by the LGA experiments were found to be

similar to the TLM data, regardless of the ABC reflections propagating along the
transmission lines of the filter.
The power levels in the fiequency domain, in particular the tmnsmitted power, are

only adequate in cornparison to the TLM result. It was shown that the ensemble averaging
had some effect on the representation of the nul1 at the design fiequency. A random
frequency shift, as well as power level variation, were observed for individual simulations,

indicating that the outcome is case dependent. Simulations were performed for filters with
a main line of longer length, in an attempt to avoid the ABC reflections over the observed

it erations. However, this did not prove successful in eliminating the fkquency shifi.

6.2 Future Research
The results presented in this thesis indicated that the HPP-LGA method is a feasible
technique for the analysis of two-dimensional electromagnetic propagation involving
homogeneous systems. The accuracy of the method was appraised by comparing time and
frequency domain wavefotms to those computed by the transmission line matrix method, an

established method of computation in electromagnetics. As the benefits of the HPP-LGA
algorithm as a tool for compuiational electromagnetics have not been extensively explored,
the possibilities for future research are quite considerable.

Improvements can be realized in the filter/transmission line modelling process by
implementing absorbing boundary conditions with greater accuracy than that applied in this
thesis. These improvements may involve a graded ABC [SI, produced by creating a
transition £iom fke-space to the solid colurnn of ABC cells. The overall width of the ABC
is thus increased, with the density of ABC cells for each column related to its relative
position dong the graded boundary. in addition, the random fiequency shift observed by the
reflected and transmitted power can be M e r examined with the implementation of an
improved ABC boundary.
Improvernents pertaining to the viscosity effects can be examined using the integer
lattice gas techniques outlined in [Z,27,281 and applied to the experiments in this thesis.
Three-dimensional vector wave behaviour could du,be considered using a TL.M-style HPPLGA algorithm requiring up to 12 bits per ce11 [41,42], or a FDTD-style implementation

requiring 24 bits per ce11 [43]. This would initiate m e r study of the feasibility and
difiering characteristics of the altered method. This thesis has considered only twodimensional TM, scattering problems. The algorithm can be used to evaluate twodimensional TE, propagation.
It was mentioned in section 1.3 that LGA techniques can easily model complicated
boundaries and simulate structures of significant complexity [12]. The ability of LGA to
model small features in electromagnetic field problems was studied in 1441, for analysis

pertaining to c wed conducting surfaces. A short, cylindncal perfectly conducting cavity,
w as implemented using stair-stepping discretization.

The extremely fine spatial

discretization required by the LGA mesh achieved an accurate description of the boundary
with minimal stair-stepping mors. Experiments with more intricate scattering objects (e.g.
a tnie cylinder, rather than a rectangular approximation), or more detailed mesh geometries,

may therefore be pursued to improve upon the coarser, and relatively simple rectangular

mesh. in addition, regarding the scattering experiments in this thesis, a comprehensive study
of the scattering patterns may also be cmied out, by placing additional sampling windows
in the entire region surrounding the scattering object.

More complicated media cm be modelled by adjusting the niles within the mesh.
Inhomogeneous systerns can be realized using the theory of rest particles at a lattice site,
addressed in [2,8,11]. The addition of rest particles acts to store mass (energy) at a ce11 for
a short penod of time. This has the effect of decreasing the average velocity of moving
particles. Therefore, the propagation speed of the srna11 density perturbations in the mesh
is reduced. and correspondingly, the dielectric constant is increased. This theory of rest

particles ca be applied to simuiate more complex scattering in inhomogeneous media.

Appendix

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY
[t was stated in section 1.3 that LGA algonthms are inherently parallel, evolving more

efficiently on parallel computing machines. The lattice gas machine, known as the CAM-8,
c m run simulations at a rate of about 3 billion ce11 updates per second, on spaces of up to

half a billion cells with a single bit per cell; with 16 bits per cell, simulations run at about
200 million site updates per second on spaces of up to 32 million cells [SI. The CAM-8 is

compnsed of 64 MB of DRAM, where the lattice data is located. The look-up table is
resident in the 2 MB SRAM.

The experiments in this thesis were perfomed in a Unix environment, usually by an
Ultra 5 or Ultra 10 station. The amount of CPU time occupied by a particular expenment
is listed in Table A. 1, where the number of operations within the mesh is approximately
equivalent to,
4 Nr N , (Nirmber of iterations)

(A=1)

where N, and N, are the nurnber of cells in x and y within the mesh. in each case, the number
of operations is on the order of 109. The mesh areas for the cases listed in Table A. 1 range

%om 7 1 78 1 celIs in the single transmission line case to 641 601 cells for the scattenng
experiments. In addition to the lattice update, computational time must also be ailotted to
the computation of the macroscopic observables. Depending on mesh size and the number

of iterations in each experirnent, the simuiationsoutlined in Table A. 1 took h m ha1f an hour
to four hours to cornplete by an Ultra 10. These would be completed in a matter of seconds
in the CAM-8 environment, ranging fiom 2.87 seconds for the single transmission line and
54.74 seconds for the filter.

Table A.1:

Number of operations and CPW time completedfor selected experiments on
Unix Ultra 5 and Ultra 10 stations.

Unix station

Experiment

CPU tirne
(hrs:rnin:sec)

Number of
operations
1

PMC experiments
(Section 3 2 . 1 )

Ultra 5

1 :23: 1 1

Ultra 1O

05259

2.569 x lo9
1

Scattering expenments
(Chapter 4)
Single transmission
Iine (Section 5.2.)
Filter expenments
(Section 5.3)

Ultra 5

1 :53:42

Ultra 1 O

1 :22:39

Ultra 5

0:43 :27

Ultra 10

0:28:20

Ultra 5

5:33:52

Ultra 10

353: 17

4.106 x lo9

0.574 x 1 O9

l

1 1.748 x lo9
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